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ABSTRACT
The problem of using a computer to control the figuring of an
optical surface is investigated.

By assuming a linear, shift invariant

figuring process, the amount of material removed during each figuring
run can be computed.

This is done by 'convolving a tool removal profile

with a dwell function that describes the amount of time the figuring
tool spends in each area element on the surface.

Four methods of

computing a dwell function that will best remove the figure errors are
described.
The advantages of making surface figure measurements using
direct wavefront measurement techniques over the interferogram analysis
methods used in previous computer controlled figuring machines are also
discussed.
The design and construction of a computer controlled" optical
figuring machine is then reviewed.

The machine uses a computer con-

trolled heterodyne interferometer to provide optical testing data on the
surface being polished.

Two microcomputers are used to analyze the test

data and run the machine.

Optical figuring is performed by scanning a

polishing head with a known removal function over the surface at a rate
derived from the surface errors.

The operation of the software that

computes the run path data and controls the machine hardware is
outlined.
xiv

xv
The performance of each of the machine components is evaluated
by comparing the behavior predicted by theory to the measured behavior.
,Initially, the accuracy of the interferometer is measured.

The interfer-

ometer is then used to determine the performance of the polishing head
by measuring the tool removal function.

It is then shown that the

machine can be run so that a predictable amount of materiel is removed
from the surface.

Finally, the feedback loop is closed and surface

figure data from the interferometer is used to correctly polish the
central region of a 16 inch diameter mirror.

It is shown that the

surface figure can be predicted with good accuracy over the entire
surface.
This work concludes with recommendations for improving the
machine hardware and for improving the figuring performance near the
edge of the surface being polished.

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The development of computer aided optical design programs has
completely revolutionized the optics industry.

Programs such as ACCOS V,

CODE 5, and Gray-GENESSE have been used to produce some of the most
highly corrected and sophisticated optical designs ever produced.

Not

only do these programs decrease the time required to complete a design,
they also allow a large number of degrees of freedom within a system in
order to better meet the final design requirements.

Highly corrected

systems can be designed using steep, complex aspherics and/or off-axis
aspheric sec tions.
The freedom of the designer is, however, not unlimited.

In order

for a design to be useful, it must be possible to fabricate and test the
optical elements to be used in the design.

As the complexity of new

designs is increased, new techniques must be developed to fabricate and
test the elements used in the design.
divided into two general groups.

These new techniques can be

The first approach is to simply modify

existing optical shop techniques, relying heavily on the skill of the
optician.

While this approach has produced some excellent results

(Larmer and Goldstein 1966), it usually proves to be both time consuming
and expensive for the fabrication of complex optical surfaces.
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The second approach is to develop entirely new techniques for
optical figuring, relying on an understanding of the mechanics of the
process being used.

An example of this approach is the development of

single point diamond turning techniques for the machining of metal
optics.

This new technology has allowed designers to use nonlinear

axicons in the design of unstable resonators in high power gas dynamic
laser systems.

Although diamond turning can be used to produce simple

(single axis cut) surfaces such as spheres and flats which can be used in
the visible, the use of this technique is confined primarily to rotationally symmetric elements that are used in the infrared.
This dissertation is concerned with another "nonstandard" optical
fabrication technique used primarily to figure glass elements--computer
controlled polishing (CCP).

These machines can take a variety of forms

with one central idea--given data on the current shape of a surface, a
computer is used to control a figuring process to obtain a desired final
figure.
Although the first CCP machine was built nearly fifteen years
ago (Aspden, McDonough, and Francis 1972, Greenleaf 1980), very few high
precision, computer controlled optical fabrication machines are currently
in use.

The low leve 1 of commi tmen t to this process is surprising in

light of the level of sophistication of modern optical designs and the
recent push in industry toward computer controlled robotic manufacturing
techniques.

In recent years, the rapid development of microcomputer

technology has resulted in significantly improved techniques for both
computer process control and optical testing technology.

It may be
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possible to use these developments to increase the speed and accuracy of .
the process and to lower the cost of computer controlled optical
figuring.
The purpose of this research is to build a computer controlled
optical figuring machine that can be used to investigate the engineering
problems associated with the computer controlled figuring process.
Background
There exist many different methods for figuring glass that have
contributed to the development of the CCP process.

It is therefore

important to review some current shop practices and to look at some of
the ways automatic figuring techniques can be implemented.
Conventional Figuring Techniques
The procedure used to fabricate a precision optical element can
be divided into four steps:
1)

Machining (Generating)

2)

Grinding

3)

Polishing

4)

Figuring

The first step involves machining the glass substrate to its final dimensions.

This is done by diamond milling both the outside dimensions and

the surface curves required on both surfaces.

Dimensions to within a

few thousands of an inch are obtained in the generating process.
The second step can be divided into two parts: rough grinding and
fine grinding.

The purpose of rough grinding is to remove the surface

4

fractures formed during the generating process and to more closely
control the radius of curvature of the surface being worked.

Fine

grindirig is then used to reduce the surface roughness to a point where
the surface can be polished.

In all, the grinding process must reduce

the surface roughness from about 100 microns (roughly the depth of the
surfage fractures generated by diamond milling) to about 3 microns--a
small enough depth that the surface can be polished.
The grinding process involves the use of abrasive particles that
are harder than the surface being ground.

The grinding compound is

mixed with a liquid (usually water) to form a slurry used between the
workpiece and a grinding tool.

Generally, the grinding tool is at least

as hard as the workpiece and is often much harder.
developed by F .W. Preston (1921) envisions

The grinding process

the angular, abrasive

particles rolling between the tool and workpiece causing conical impact
fractures in the glass.

These cracks open sufficiently to allow water

to enter and prevent the cracks from healing.

Successive impacts on and

around the impact fractures eventually cause a small chip to be ejected
and a grinding pit is formed.

It is known that the surface fractures

extend into the surface three to four times the observed depth of the
grinding pits.
The procedure used by the optician during the grinding process
consists of several steps in which successively finer abrasives are used.
The selection of abrasive sizes is aimed at minimizing the amount of time
spent during grinding.

By the time the

piec~

is ready to be polished,

the figure is generally within a few waves of being spherical.
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The next step in the fabrication process is the removal of the
fine grinding pits by polishing.

The polishing process is fundamentally

different from the grinding process because both the polishing compound
and the tool are softer than the material being polished.

Instead of a

rolling action as in grinding, the polishing compound becomes embedded in
the tool and a dragging action between the workpiece and the polishing
material results.

The mechanism of polishing can be divided into three

processes: the planing process, the melting process, and the chemical
process.
Experiments by Lord Rayleigh (1901) confirmed the hypothesis
first put forward by Newton (1695) that polishing action is the result of
a planing process that takes place when polishing particles become
embedded in the soft pitch polishing tool.

The motion of the glass over

the tool then causes small amount of material to be "shaved" away from
the top parts of the rough surface.

By watching the surface of a piece

of glass through a microscope, Rayleigh was able to observe polished
facets begin to form on the ground surface.

As polishing progressed,

the facets grew in size until all of the remaining pits disappeared.
Bielby (1921) discovered that the surface of polished glass has
different properties than bulk glass.

He hypo thesized that hea ting

between the tool and workpiece is intense enough to melt a thin film of
glass a few atoms thick which, though still attached to the substrate,
is smoothed by surface tension.

Later experiments by Macaulay (1926)

and by Bowden and Hughes (1937) have confirmed the existence of the
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"Bielby layer" and have confirmed that the melting process is one of
several competing polishing processes.
The last mechanism of polishing was suggested by Grabend.schekov
(1935).

He proposed that water in the polishing slurry forms a weakened

hydrated surface film which is scraped from the surface by the polishing
compound embedded in the surface of the tool.

Experiments by Izumitani

(1969) using kerosene instead of water indicate that the chemical process
may be one of several competing mechanisms responsible for the polishing
process.
Although there are many different materials that can be used to
make a polishing lap, shop opticians generally use pitch made from a
mixture of about 60% asphalt tar and 40% lump rosin.

The pitch on a

tool is generally anywhere from 1/4 to 3/4 inches thick depending on the
size of the tool and is grooved into a series of roughly rectangular
facets.

The grooves allow polishing slurry to flow and gives the pitch

room to flow so that it can conform to the surface of the glass.
The amount of time spent polishing the surface to remove the
grinding pits depends on a large number of variables such as the size of
the piece, the type of lap and polishing compound used, and the pressure
and velocity used during polishing.

The accuracy of the surface figure

after the initial polishing stage is generally on the order of a few
waves.
The last step in the fabrication process is the optical figuring.
In order to affect the figure of the work piece, the optician must differentially control the rate of material removal over the surface.

The
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optician can control a number of variables that determine the polishing
rate.

For a wide range of values, the polishing rate can be described by

a linear equation (Preston 1921):
r(x,y)

= dz(x,y)/dt

K p(x,y, t) V(x,y, t)

1.1

where:
r

= Polishing

rate

= r(x,y)

= Surface height z(x,y)
K = Constant
P
Pressure = p(x,y,t)
z

V

Velocity = V(x,y, t)

t

Time

In general, the interaction of these variables is so complex that it is
difficult to accurately predict how material is removed during any given
polishing run.

Consequently, the optician must rely on practical experi-

ence and educated guesses to develop figuring strategies.
The difficulty of analyzing the figuring process can be seen by
looking at the velocity variable in the equation given above.

In order

to predict the removal rate at any given point on the surface being
polished, it is necessary to predict the velocity of the tool at any
given time or

position~

On a typical polishing machine, the element

being polished is fixed to a rotating spindle and the tool is "free
pinned" to an oscillating eccentric arm.

Since the tool is free to

rotate without restriction, the motion of the tool over the surface is
determined by the frictional forces generated by the polishing process.
Although the resulting "random" motion insures that a regular pattern
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will not be polished into the surface, it makes it virtually impossible
to calculate the relative velocity of the tool over the surface.
For a tool that may overhang the edge of a surface or a tool
being used on a steep aspheric, the behavior of the pressure is similarly
com plica ted.

Consequently, the optician must rely on four basic strate-

gies to remove a given zone:
1)

Time varia tion

2)

Velocity variation

3)

Pressure variation

4)

Area varia tion

To implement any of the first three strategies, the optician simply
increases the velocity, the pressure, or the amount of time spent over a
given zone.

The last approach is to simply modify the shape of the

polishing lap to more closely fit the shape of the zone being polished.
Since the optician has no way of knowing exactly how much material is
being removed for any given procedure, he must make educated guesses
based on his past experience.

His basic overall approach can be summa-

rized as "rub on the high spots."
Al though this approach has been extremely successful, it is
possible to modify the methods traditionally used by shop opticians to
make the figuring process more predictable.

In the next sections, we

look at some of the techniques used to implement automatic optical
figuring.
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Automa tic Figuring Techniques
It has been known since the middle ages that a parabolic mirror
can be used to image a point at infinity to a geometrically perfect
image.

Early efforts to manufacture parabolic mirrors for telescopes

have played an important role in the development of machines designed to
automatically fabricate aspheric optical surfaces.

These early machines

were generally designed to use the geometry of the machine to cut the
desired surface profile into a rotating workpiece.

Numerous modern

machines use this technique to produce accurate optical surfaces.
Subsequent efforts to implement automatic optical figuring techniques have concentrated on trying to make the figuring process more
predictable.

These efforts can be divided into two groups; those with

and those without testing feedback'contro1.
Figuring without feed back control.

Machines that do not use

test information to control the figuring process rely on the geometry
and kinematics of the machine to produce the desired optical surface.
The figuring action can be controlled by varying the pressure, velocity,
or dwell of the tool over a given zone.

In general, it is desirable to

use a process that produces a final result that is independent of the
initial surface figure.
An example of an early machine described by Descartes (1638) is
shown in Figure 1.

In this design, mechanical linkages move a tool to

cut a conic section into the edge of a rotating grinding tool.

The

workpiece is then rotated against the edge of the tool so that the line
contact between the tool and the workpiece will generate a rotationally
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Fig. 1.

Machine designed by Descartes to fabricate aspheric surfaces.
Rod 2 is rigidly connec ted to axle 1 and oscilla tes a long a
conical surface about angle ±a. This makes ball and socket
joint 3, moving along rod 2, describe the geometric figure of a
conic section in a plane parallel to the stage plane. Stage 4
is a mechanical stage and carries dressing tool 5 tha t
transfers the conic section onto the working surface or the
grinding stone.
Workpiece 7, on rotation axis 8, is pressed
against the grinding stone and is shaped into the desired
aspheric form. (from Heynacher 1979)
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symmetric optical surface.

Since the accuracy of the surface is deter-

mined by the precision of the mechanical linkages, this is a very
difficult system to implement.
Subsequent efforts to design automatic optical figuring machines
have concentrated on trying to reduce the errors induced by the geometry
of the mechanism.

The evolute process shown in Figure 2 reduces

geometry errors by guiding the tool with a steel band which is rolled
about the evolute of the aspheric surface to be generated.

The

workpiece is then rotated beneath the tool to cut the desired axially
symmetric surface profile.

It is easy to see that small errors on the

evolute template are greatly reduced on the surface being fabricated.
The copy machine shown in Figure 3 is a significant conceptual
development that eventually led to the development of the computer controlled figuring process.

In this design, a guideway transfers the

motion of a copying disk to a cutting tool.

The copying disk follows a

templa te tha t is cut to the desired cross section of the surface being
fabricated.

When the workpiece is rotated beneath the cutting tool, the

desired rotationally symmetric surface profile is cut into the surface.
Of course this type of scheme is very susceptible to

~echanical

errors

and must be implemented with great care in order to produce accurate
results.
In all of the above examples, the figuring action is controlled
by the increased pressure of the tool against the surface when an error
is encountered.

Although this is perhaps the most popular method of

figure control for systems without testing feedback, it is also possible
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Fig. 2.

Evolute process of producing aspheric surface.
Evolute template 2 is fixed above workpiece 1. A permanently
tensioned steel band is attached to the evolute and carries
tool 4, keeping it on the desired aspheric curve. An error 5
of the template is scaled down considerably when generating
the aspheric. (from Heynacher 1979)
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Principle of the copying machine.
Template 1 has the form desired for workpiece 2. Rigid, nontil ting lateral and vertical guideway 3 carries copying disk 4
and grinding tool 5, both of the same size. The finite radius
of the milling cutter prevents the full reproduction of error
6 on the workpiece, much more than the evolute device. (from
Heynacher 1979)
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to implement velocity and dwell variations given the initial surface
figure and the desired final surface figure.
Figuring with feedback control.

Machines with feedback control

use test information to regulate the figuring process.

The block

diagram shown in Figure 4 shows how the process w:orks.

First, the

figure of the surface is tested and an error function is generated by
subtracting the current figure from the desired surface figure.

If the

error is larger than desired, a correction function involving an error
reduction algorithm and the machine kinematics is applied to reduce the
surface error.

The surface is again tested and the process repeated

until the errors are reduced to an acceptable level.

With this approach,

the accuracy of the process is determined primarily by the testing
accuracy and by the type of correction algorithm being used.

Conse-

quently, errors resulting from machine inaccuracies can be nearly eliminated.
It is important to note that in order for this process to
converge toward the desired result, the error correction algorithm must
produce a predictable change in the surface figure.

This requires at

least some level of understanding of the relationship between cause and
effect as it relates to the figuring process.

Obviously, the surface

will converge toward the desired figure if the surface errors can be
reduced with each figuring/testing cycle.
The approach used by shop opticians to figure optical surfaces
uses testing feedback control.
determine its initial figure.

The optician first tests the surface to
He then applies the "rub on the high spots"
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Fig. 4.

Feedback control block diagram.
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algorithm discussed earlier to reduce the surface errors.

The surface is

then frequently tested to monitor and adjust the figuring strategy until
the errors are reduced to the desired level.

History--What's Been Done
It is important to review some of the automatic optical figuring

machines that have been built.

This review will examine two broad cate-

gories: Machines that do and machines that do not employ testing
feedback to control the figuring process.

Machines Without Testing Feedback
Machines that do not use feedback control can be divided into
two categories: machines that do and do not employ direct coordinate
position control of the figuring tool.

Machines without tool position

control generally rely on some uniaxial or biaxial symmetry of the
machine motion to produce the desired optical surface.

In order to

produce a smooth surface figure, the motion of the tool relative to the
surface is often randomized.

Although it is usually possible to adjust

the motion of the tool over the surface in order to change the figuring
charac teristics of the machine, these machines are generally used
without any sort of testing feedback control.

An initial adjustment is

made and the machine is then used "as is".
Machines that control the tool position use the variation of
the tool mo tion to change the surface figure.

In general, these types of

systems take a known surface (e.g. a sphere) and refigure it to a final
desired surface (e.g. a parabola).
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Some examples.

The planetary polishing machine is one of the

best examples of an automatic optical figuring machine that does not use
tool position control or testing feedback.
to produce very high precision flats.
are figured at one time.

Planetary polishers are used

Generally, up to three surfaces

The blanks are mounted face down on top of a

large annular pitch lap along with one high quality flat "conditioning"
mirror.

The lap is then rotated about its center and the radial position

of the conditioning mirror is adjusted to make the lap "polish flat".
Since the mirrors are free pinned to the mounting structure, they are
free to rotate in a random (i.e. unpredictable) way.

With little

attention given to the machine, it is possible to produce surfaces with
less than 1/10 wave peak to peak errors.
Eyeglass lenses are fabricated on automatic figuring machines.
These machines use the template copy process discussed earlier.

The

accuracy of the final surface is usually rather low.
Machines for aspherizing spherical surfaces using conventional
polishing techniques and zonal variations of tool velocity and dwell have
been constructed.

The CAOS/MOD machine constructed at ITEK (Aspden, et

ale 1972) uses a conventional polishing machine that has been modified so
that the overdrive arm can be controlled by

~.

~oraputer.

The velocity

and dwell are then calculated so that for a given tool and polishing
rate a sphere can be polished to the desired asphere.

Parabolas

departing over 8 waves from spherical have been made to within 1/4 wave
of the desired surface.
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Feedback Controlled Machines
Optical figuring machines that are controlled by testing data
require direct coordinate control of the figuring process in order to
produce accurate results.

In these types of systems, test data can be

used to control the tool motion as figuring is progressing or to periodically correct tool motion between short figuring runs.
It is instructive to look at the two types of machines that have
been constructed: Cartesian coordinate control machines and polar coordinate control machines.
Polar coordinate control.

Perhaps the best example of this

type of machine is the diamond turning lathe for the machining of metal
optics.

In this type of system, the workpiece is mounted on a super

precision air bearing spindle and rotated at high speed.

A single point

diamond cutting tool is moved along the profile needed to cut the
desired rotationally symmetric surface.

A pair of orthogonal heterodyne

distance measuring interferometers provide position feedback information
to a computer which makes the corrections necessary to keep the tool
moving along the desired path.

Complex diamond turned optical surfaces

can be fabrica ted to wi thin a few waves of the desired surface profile
(Arnold, et al. 1977).

This system is the digital implementation of the

copy machine without the geometry induced errors.
Another good example of this type of system is shown in Figure 5
(Heynacher 1979).

This system manufactured by Zeiss works exactly like

the diamond turning machine except that it uses a grinding wheel to
figures glass surfaces.

The test information is derived from an
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Fig. 5.

Modern aspheric machine designed at Zeiss.
Both measuring and processing operations are carried out by
this machine. The computer feeds the control function for
processing, measures and compares the results obtained with
the nominal function and calculates, if necessary, a correction
function used in the next grinding operation to compensate for
any departures found. (from Heynacher 1979)
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inductive mechanical probe that is pulled across the surface behind the
cutting head.
Since neither of these systems controls the angular coordinate,
only radially symmetric surfaces can be fabricated.
Cartesian coordinate machines.

The Computer Assisted Optical

Surfacing (CAOS) machines built by ITEK in the late 1960's (Aspden, et ale
1972, Greenleaf 1980) were the first successful large scale, X-Y
computer controlled figuring machines.

Two similar machines of 110 cm

and 250 cm diameter capacity were constructed.

A large, computer con-

trolled X-Y stage drives a lap over the surface of the mirror which is
mounted face up, below the stage.

A single subdiameter pitch polishing

lap mounted so that it is free to rotate is used to polish the surface.
A computer controller is used to analyze interferograms and to run the
polishing stage.
The procedure for calculating a run map is fairly straight
forward.

First, a series of interferograms are scanned, averaged, and

analyzed.

The computer then picks a starting value for the polishing

lap size and generates a tool removal function.

A "hit map" is generated

by dividing the surface and the lap into a array of small hexagonal
areas.

The number of times the lap must pass through the center of

each subarea is then computed and the lap is positioned over the highest
area.

The lap is then moved in a continuous path through the highest

neighboring hexagonal area.

After passing through an area, the value of

the pass number recorded for that area is then decremented by one.

This

process is continued until all of the pass numbers stored in the hit map
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are reduced to some minimum difference number (or at best the same
number).

If the residual errors are too large or the amount of time

required too long, the computer tries a different size tool.
acceptable tool size is found, the surface is polished.

When an

At the end of a

polishing run, new interierograms are recorded and the residual errors
are measured.

The whole process is then repeated until the surface

errors are reduced to an acceptable level.
Aspden, et al.(1972) report that spheres have been made to
better than 1/40 wave rms surface error using the ITEK machine.

Experi-

ments indicate that the machine can be used to correct anamorphic
surface errors.

Off axis aspheric elements departing by more than 200

waves from spherical have also been produced.

While the figure accuracy

of these surfaces near the outer edge is not good, Greenleaf (1980) has
reported the use of a variable center of pressure lap configuration used
to improve the surface figure near the edge of the mirror.
Al though the ITEK machine has successfully demons tra ted the
computer controlled polishing process, there remain a number of
problems.

The polishing process is easy to predict and control as long

as the lap remains in good contact with the surface.
case when the lap overhangs the edge or when a steep
being figured.

This is not the
aspher:\.~

:;;urfc:.ct: is

Also, the use of a null lens to test aspheric elements

introduces both pupil distortion and alignment errors which if not
properly corrected can cause the polishing process to be divergent--increasing instead of decreasing errors.
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Another problem with this system is the large amount of time
required for testing and analysis.

A large number of interferograms

must be recorded, and digitized for computer analysis.

Alignment errors

are then subtracted and the wavefront data is averaged to remove random
temporal noise
paper tape is

~uch

as air turbulence.

g~nerated

A run map is computed and a

to run the polishing machine.

This whole

process can take anywhere from a few hours to a few days.

This makes

it difficult to test the surface often in order to more closely monitor
the figuring process.
Finally, since the lap is free to rotate as it.is moved over the
surface, the only polishing action that occurs is the result of the
velocity of the lap as it is translated from point to point.

Therefore,

each polishing run is fairly slow.
Jones (1977,1979) describes the methods used to optimize the
polishing process used in the CCP machine developed at Perkin Elmer (PE).
Instead of moving a simple circular lap around the surface as in the
ITEK machine, the PE machine uses a small lap tha t is moved in an
epicyclic motion over a small area on the surface of the mirror.

By

changing the various overhang parameters and angular velocities of the
epicyclic tool motion, it is then possible to generate a large family of
tool removal functions.

By calculating a predicted figure error as a

function of number of removal cycles, it was seen that the best convergence was obtained for centrally peaked tool removal functions.

In

addition, Jones (1979) has described the measurement of the cross section
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of the trough produced by translating the removal function in a line
across the surface.
Instead of moving the tool from high point to high point, the
tool is spiral scanned over the surface.

The amount of material removed

at any given point on the surface is controlled by how much time the
tool spends over any particular area.

A dwell function calculated over

the surface from the known surface errors then controls the polishing
head velocity (or dwell) through any given zone.
The Perkin Elmer CCP machine has been used to figure a number of
large optical surfaces.

Jones (1975, 1977) describes the fabrication of

a 81 em by 88 em lightweighted beryllium mirror.
were reduced from .4 waves rms to .060 waves rms.

The surface errors
A Cervit corrector

mirror and a flexible aspheric mirror were also figured.

Jones (1978)

also describes the use of the CCP machine to successfully figure an
f/l.5, 1.8 meter diameter, light weighted sphere.

The initial surface

error of .161 waves rms (at .6328nm) was reduced to an error of .039
waves rms in 76 hours of polishing.

Babish, et ale (1979) described the

successful figuring of a 60 inch diameter, f/2.3 aspheric mirror.
The testing procedure used at Perkin Elmer is described by
Montagnino, et ale (1979).

A low distortion interferometer is used with

a null corrector to produce interferograms recorded on Kodak 70mm Aerographic film.

A scanning microdensitometer is used to digitize the

photographic images for computer analysis.

Fringe centers are located

in the initial software analysis of the digitized image.

OPD maps of the
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surface are then calculated from the Zernike polynomials derived from
the fringe center data.
Two problems are obvious with this approach.

First, since the

OPD is derived from a finite number of Zernike polynomials, the high
frequency content of the surface figure is lost.

Second, this approach

is fairly slow so that the turn around time between polishing runs must
be large.
1.3

Dissertation--Motivation and Goals

In the next sections, we review some of the outstanding problems

that remain to be solved in the CCP process and outline the motivations
and goals of the research presented here.
Outstanding Problems
Al though the machines tha t have been buil tat bo th ITEK and
Perkin Elmer have demonstrated the ultimate feasibility of the CCP
process, a number of areas remain to be investigated.
Optical testing considerations.

In the ideal feedback control

process, a sensor continuously sends an error signal into the feedback
loop so that errors are constantly monitored and corrected.

Since the

sampling rate determines the maximum frequency response of the feedback
controller, it also affects the rate of convergence of the system to its
final steady state condition.

In a computer controlled figuring machine,

this type of feedback control would be implemented by using a very
localized polishing action and continuous testing of the surface while
polishing is taking place.

However, the use of conventional polishing
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techniques (e.g. using pitch polishing tooh) makes this approach very
difficult (impossible 1) to implement on a real machine.

Consequently, a

lUore realistic approach is to use the feedback control technique
discussed earlier and outlined in Figure 4.

Instead of polishing and

testing on a point by point basis, the entire surface is tested and a
mathematical polishing run is generated based on the characteristics of
the polishing tool and the current surface errors.

A polishing run is

then made and the surface is retested for the residual errors.

This

cycle is then repeated until the errors are reduced to an acceptable
level.
If the surface can be tested easily and quickly, the level of

correction required for each polish cycle can be reduced.

This allows

the calculations required for each cycle to be simplified and accelerated.

By decreasing the time required for both testing and data pro-

cessing, the overall time required to fabricate an optical surface is
decreased.
The optical testing strategy used by both of the machines built
by PE and ITEK is very slow.
taken and digitized.

A large number of interferograms must be

This process can take anywhere from, at best, a few

hours to a few days at worst.

This requires that the machine be run

through a large number of polishing cycles in order to reduce the errors
to a small value before the surface is retested.

If the process has not

been precisely predicted or begins to diverge, it is not detected until
the next test cycle.
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A strong potential exists for increasing both the speed and
accuracy of the process by improving the optical testing techniques used
for feedback error control.

The development of heterodyne phase

detection techniques presents an excellent method for both decreasing
the amount of time needed to test the surface and for increasing the
absolute accuracy of the results.
Edge con tro 1.

Control of the figure near the

~~g~

of

~

surface

has always been a problem for both traditional and computer controlled
optical figuring methods.

In any implementation of computer control

techniques, it is necessary to be able to predict the behavior of the
tool by assuming that the velocity and pressure remain invariant over
the entire surface.

This is not the case when the tool overhangs, an

edge and it becomes extremely difficult to accurately predict removal
rates for this situation.
The problem is often handled by simply figuring an oversized
piece and trimming off the edge when the piece is finished.

While this

may be a workable solution, there may exist a better solution.

It may

be possible to generate a set of empirical removal rates near the edge
which can then be used to correct the unpredictable behavior of the
tool.
Feedback con tro 1 optimiza tion.

In order to optimize the CCP

process, it is necessary to minimize the amount of time spent figuring a
surface to a given accuracy.

Although the CCP process has been success-

fully implemented using a number of different feedback algorithms, it
may still be possible to further optimize the process.

This is
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particularly true for a machine with a very high speed and accura te
testing feedback control system.
Motivation
Ai though the feasibility of the CCP process has been clearly
demonstrated by the machines that have been built, computer controlled
optical figuring has not yet been proven to be competitive with current
optical shop techniques.

Clearly, the methods traditionally used to

manufacture simple surfaces such as flats, spheres, and even some
shallow aspherics work extremely well and are very difficult to compete
with.

Therefore the strength of the computer control process lies in

its potential for figuring surfaces such as steep or off-axis aspherics
that are difficult to fabricate using conventional methods.

Using this

new tool, the optician should then be able to more accurately manufacture these complex surfaces in less time.
The primary motivation of this research is to improve the CCP
process to make it a more viable and competitive optical figuring tool.
In the next section, we outline the primary goals of this project.
Project goals
The primary goals of this research project are to:
1.

Design and build a

small~

microcomputer controlled optical figuring

machine with a high speed optical testing system.
2.

Develop a me thod of feedback control to correct surface figure

errors by producing an error signal from the measured surface figure.
3.

Use the machine to figure a simple surface.
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4.

Use the machine and associated software to set up possible solutions

to some of the problems outlined in the preceding sections.
While these are fairly modest goals in light of the previous
work that has been done on the CCP process, the size of the project is
quite large.

The hardware to be constructed includes the computer con-

troller, the figuring machine and the interferometer system.

In

addition, a large amount of software must be written to control the
machine.
Nevertheless, there is a large potential to develop insight into
the process.

With care, the machine can be constructed so that it can

be easily used as a research tool to investigate many of the outstanding
problems that remain with the CCP process.

CHAPTER 2
OPTICAL FIGURING BY LINEAR METHODS
Given that the figuring process is the result of a number of
different mechanisms, it is, in general, difficult to determine· the exact
relati~nship

between the removal rate and the parameters that describe

the tool, the optical surface and the tool motion.

However, if we can

make the simplifying assumption that optical figuring can be described as
a linear, shift invariant process, we can formulate a method of calculating the amount of material removed as a function of tool parameters and
tool motion.

The goal is to use a linear removal rate model to

determine how to best polish the surface to remove the figure errors.
Preston's Hypothesis
In 1927 F.W. Preston published

polishing rates.

the results of his work on

He showed that for a wide range of values, the

polishing rate could be described by a linear equation:
dz = K' V P

dt
where:

K' = constant of proportionality = polishing rate
V = velocity of lap over surface point (x,y) and time t
= V(x,y,t)
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2.1
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P = pressure of lap over surface point (x,y) and time t
= p(x,y,t)
If we choose a right handed coordinate system with the surface normal

poin ting in the positive "z" direc tion as shown in Figure 6, then the
constant of proportionality must be made negative in order to insure
that material is removed (i.e. dz/dt ~ 0).

Using this coordinate system,

we move into the surface with decreasing values of "z".
Therefore, if we know the local velocity and pressure, we can
use equation 2.1 to compute the amount of material removed as a function
of time.

Az(x,y)

K'

r

V(x,y,t)p(x,y,t) dt

2.2

o

where:
Az(x,y) = zo(x,y) - z(x,y)
zo(x,y)

surface height at time t=O

z(x,y)

surface height at time t

Although this relationship can be used to compute the amount of
material removed as a function of position, we would like to rewrite it
in a more usable form.

In general, we would like to formulate a

figuring theory that predicts the amount of material removed given the
characteristics of the lap and the way it is moved over the surface.
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Fig. 6.

Coordina te sys tern used to descn.be
.
the figuring p rocess.
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Figuring Theory Representation by Mathematical Operators
Although equation 2.2

ca~.

be evaluated point-wise over the

entire surface, :this approach is in general difficult to implement and is
more complicated than necessary for many types of computer control
applications.

We shall make some simplifying assumptions and show

linear operators can be used

to represent

the figuring

hOi~

process.

Although this approach will require additional restrictions on the way
figuring can be performed, it will greatly simplify the computations
necessary to predict material removal profiles.

Initial Assumptions
We begin by making a number of assumptions about how the
figuring process is performed.

First, we assume that' the surface is

polished by the local polishing action of a polishing head which is moved
over the surface to remove surface errors.

With this approach, it is not

necessary to know the mechanics of how the ma terial is removed--only
tha t the s ta tionary po lishing head removes a given amoun t ma terial per
unit time.
Secondly, we assume that material is removed only by the action
of the polishing head itself and not by its motion over the surface.

In

other words, the amount of material removed from the surface is determined only by the position of the polishing head and not its velocity
over the surface.

When we extend our discussion to a real world moving

polishing lap, this assumption will mean that the motion of the lap with
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respect to the polishing head is much faster than the speed with which
the polishing head is translated over the surface.
Finally, we will require the figuring rate over the surface of
the polishing head to remain constant as a function of time and position
as it is moved over the surface.

In the case of a conventional lap, this

means that the lap is assumed to be perfectly flexible.
insure that as the figure of the surface is

changed~

This will

the lap will always

exert the same pressure at each point on the surface.

Although this is

not true in general, this assumption will be approximately correct when
the removal rate is small.
The requirement that the figuring rate remain invariant as a
function of position implies that the lap never be allowed to overhang
the edge of the surface.

If the lap overhangs an edge, the pressure and

hence the removal rate will vary as a function of position across the
lap.

Although we will eventually discuss how the theory can be modified

to handle this problem (see chapter 6), for the time being, we will not
allow the lap to overhang an edge.

As we shall see, this restriction

has some serious implications concerning our ability to figure the
surface near an edge.
Figuring Theory
In order to describe the behavior of the linear figuring method
discussed above, we model the real world system in terms of a
mathematical operator.

This operator takes an input that describes the

motion of the polishing head and transforms it into an output that gives
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the amount of material removed.

By applying our initial assumptions

about how the real world system will work, we will require the removal
operator to be both linear and shift invariant.
an "LSI" system.

We call such a system

Linearity is insured i f the following conditions are

satisfied (Gaskill, pl37):
Let:
n[f1(x,y)] = gl(X,y)

2.3

n[f 2 (x,y)] = g2(X,y)

2.4

where:
n[ ] = removal operator
f1(x,y), f 2 (x,y) = arbitrary input signals
gl(X,y), g2(X,y) = output functions
Then:

n[a1f1(x,y)
=a In[ f 1(x,y)]

+ a 2f 2(x,y)]

2.5

+ a 2n [f 2(X,y)]

2.6

=a1g1(x,y) + a 2g 2 (x,y)

2.7

By requiring the removal operator to be linear, we allow superposition to apply to our system so that the results of a linear combination of inputs can be summed.
Shift invariance is given by the following relationship (Gaskill,
p 139):

Let:
n[f(x,y)]

g(X,y)

2.8
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Then the system is shift invariant if:

2.9
This condition insures that if we shift the input, the output will be
shifted by an equal amount.
As we shall see later, there are different ways that we can
operate on the surface to perform figuring, however we shall start by
letting the input function be given by the amount of time the polishing
head spends in any given area on the surface.

We shall call this

function the dwell function and we normalize it so that the following
condition holds:

rr

T

D(x,y) dx dy

o

2.10

0

where:
T = total figuring time
D(x,y)

= dwell

function

We can now derive the relationship between the input and output
functions to find the removal operator.
impulse response of the system.

We begin by solving for the

The impulse response of a figuring

system is called the removal function and is given by the system
response to a delta function.
R(x,y)

n [ o(x,y) ]

where:
R(x,y)

removal function of system

o(x,y)

dwell function for this case (a stationary function)

2.11
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For a real polishing head, we let the removal function be defined as the
time averaged amount of material removed per unit time for a stationary
polishing head, so that:

R(x,y)

lim

T+CD

(r
(~)

'"r(X,y, t)

dt )

2.12

o

where:
R(x,y)=removal function
~Zr(x,y,t)=amount' of material removed by the stationary polishing

head as a function of lap coordinates and time.
If ~zr(x,y, t) is cyclic in time, then the removal function is given by the

amount of material removed averaged over one cycle.

In this case, T

becomes the period of the polishing head motion.
We can now solve for the amount of material removed from the
surface as a function of position by moving the removal function over
the surface and summing the amount of material removed at each location
on the surface.

We do this by first dividing the removal function and

dwell functions into a finite number of area elements with dimensions oa
by oe.

We now use the LSI properties of the removal operator to shift

the removal function over the surface (see Figure 7) and to sum the
amount of material removed at any given location on the surface.

h(x,y)

~ ~ [R(x-a,y-e) D(a,S)] oaoS
a

a

2.13
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Fig. 7.

Convolution of two discrete data sets.
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where:
a,S = coordinates of center of removal function
D(x,y) = dwell function
We now decrease the area of the surface element

~a~S

to become a dif-

ferentia1 surface element of area dadS.

lIz(x,y) =

lim~a+o,~S+o ~ ~ [R(x-a,y-S) D(a,S)] ~a~S
a

=

J

Jr

2.14

S

2.15

[R(x-a,y-S) D(a,S)] dadS

S

a

This is the form of a two dimension convolution (Gaskill, p291) which we
write as:
lIz(x,y)

= R(x,y)

2.16

** D(x,y)

We can now see that the removal operator has the form of the
dwell function convolved with the removal function.

This approach gives

us a straightforward method of computing the expression given in
equation 2.2 for all points on the surface.
At this point, we have assumed that figuring is performed only
by controlling the amount of time the removal function spends over any
given area on the surface.

An implicit assumption is that the pressure

on the polishing head remains constant.

If we recognize that figuring

can be performed by varying the pressure applied to the polishing head
as it is moved over the surface, we can rewrite equation 2.16:
lIz(x,y) = R(x,y) ** D(x,y)Pc(x,y)

2.17
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where:
Pc

= pressure

exerted by the lap at surface location (x,y)

We normalize pc(x,y) so that:

F(x,y)

s

rr
o

pc(x,y) <Ix dy

+

2.18

F,

0

where:
F(x,y) = force exerted on polishing head (removal function) at
surface position (x,y)
Fo = constant
It should be noted that the pressure Pc(x,y) is different from
the pressure P(x,y) given in equations 2.1 and 2.2.

In general, the

pressure at any surface point can be determined by many factors such as
the surface figure, the uniformity of the lap compressibility, as well as
the force applied to the polishing head.

Therefore, in general, the

pressure seen by the surface is not determined exclusively by the
position of the polishing head.

In order to maintain a shift invariant

removal operator, we must assume that these variations of pressure due
to lap and surface characteristics are small and that the pressure
pc(x,y) is determined only by the position of the polishing head.
Therefore, if we can construct a machine that maintains a
linear, shift invariant polishing process, we can then figure a surface
by controlling the pressure and the amount of time the polishing head
spends over any given area on the surface.
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The Edge Problem
In order to remove the correct amount of material from each
point on the surface, it is necessary to be able to scan all points of
the removal function over every surface point.

Since we do not allow

the edge of the removal function to overlap the outer edge of the
surface, this condition can not be satisfied for points within one
removal function diameter of the edge.

Therefore, the amount of

ma terial removed from the points in this annular region will be less
than for points near the central region.

This will produce a turned up

edge that will increase with each figuring run.
Although the area affected by this problem can be reduced by
using a very small removal removal function, it is difficult to completely eliminate this problem using the methods outlined here.

Conse-

quently, we will largely ignore the problem and concentrate on producing
a basic theory that can be later modified to handle this rather serious
problem.
In the next section, we discuss the methods that can be used to
find the best dwell-pressure product that will reduce the surface
errors.
Calculation of the Dwell-Pressure Function
The number of physical and mathematical problems that can be
described by an equation of the form (2.17) is quite large.

Applications

range from geophysics, radio astronomy, spectroscopy, and atmospheric
physics (Frieden 1979).

Perhaps the most common and widely understood
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application is in the field of image processing.

An object is imaged

through an optical system with a known (or at least approximately known)
point spread function (PSF) giving a measurable image.

Since the irradi-

ance distribution of the object is in general unknown, the problem, in
its simplest form, reduces to computing the irradiance distribution of
the object from the known image and PSF.
problem is exactly the same.

In our application, the

The amount of material to be removed

(azo(x,y» is analogous to the irradiance in the image plane.

We must

then solve for a dwell-pressure function (object) which when convolved
with the known removal function (PSF) will give the desired amount of
material to be removed (image).
The problem is one of "de-convolving" the amount of material to
be removed with the removal function.

We shall call this operation a

de-convolution (also called Fourier inversion (Vanasse and Sakai 1967) or
de-smoothing (Schell 1965».

We shall use the following notation:

If:

t.z(x,y) = D'(x,y) ** R(x,y)

(2.19)

then the de-convolution is written:
D'(x,y) = t.z(x,y) (**) R(x,y)
where: D' (x,y) = The general dwell-pressure function

(2.20)
D(x,:r)Pc(x,y)

If we assume the existence of the deconvolution, we are faced with the
task of evaluating equation (2.20).

Fortunately, many different tech-

niques have been developed to perform this type of operation.

We shall

examine four different me thods that are particularly easy to implement
on small computer systems.
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De-Convolution by Inverse Filtering
The relationship given by equation 2.16 which expresses the
amount of material removed as a convolution product between the dwell
and removal functions immediately suggests that the dwell function can
be found by inverse filtering the amount of material to be removed with
the known PSF of the system.
Fourier Filtering.

Given that we can set up the figuring

process as an LSI system, the relationship between the input and output
can be transformed into the Fourier domain.

In general, we look at a

system with a noise term (n(x»:
Az(x,y) = R(x,y)

**

D'(x,y)

+ n(x,y)

2.21

Given the form of the one dimensional Fourier transform (Gaskill p199):

2.22

2.23
We can generalize to two dimensions and write the transform of equation
2.21 as:
~f(E;,n) = tt(~,n)tS'(~,n)

+

~(~,n)

Here, we let the tilde (.I') indicate a transformed quantity.

2.24
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Since we are given the form of the transfer function, we can
so 1ve equa tion 2.24 for lSI (~, n):

2.25
where:
l1z = l1zo = figure error

"
For frequencies where 'R(~,n)::f:.

0 and where the noise term is suffi-

ciently small, equation 2.25 will yield an accurate solution for D'(~,n).
In the simplest case where the noise term is sufficiently small,
we can see that we are simply generating a filter function (Y(~,n» given
by the inverse of the spectrum of the removal function which is used to
filter the spectrum of the surface error.
2.26
Properties of the Removal Func tion.

Given that we are using a

standard polishing lap to remove material from the surface, we must
constrain the removal function to be unipolar (always less than or equal
to zero).

Although this is not the case for a figuring system where

ma terial can be deposited onto the surface, we are considering only
systems where figuring is performed by material removal.
We can see that in the simplest case, the dwell function can be
found by inverse filtering the figure error with the transform of the
removal function.

Since the removal function must always be real and

unipolar and since we have control over its form, we can look at its
effect on the system and determine some of the properties the removal
function should have in order to optimize the figuring process.
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By the central ordinate theorem we can establish two important
properties.

From equa tions 2.22 and 2.23 we can write:

~(O,Ol = r~~(X'YldXdY

2.27

r5",n l dtdn

2.28

R(o,i»

=

The first expression (equation 2.27) shows that the DC response of the
system is given by the integral over all space of the removal function.
Since the removal function is not allowed to be bipolar, the integral of
the removal function over all space must always be nonzero and the DC
response of the system must also be non zero.

This is perhaps an

obvious conclusion since we know that we can always remove a constant
amount of material by performing a uniform polish over the whole
surface.
The second expression (equation 2.28) shows that if we produce a
removal function with zero removal at the center, then the integral of
the transfer function must also be zero.

This implies that while this

type of removal function can correct certain spatial frequency errors, it
must make others worse.

Since we must have a nonzero DC response, this

implies that a removal function with a central zero must necessarily
increase the overall high frequency content of the surface error more
than a removal function with·a nonzero central value.

This is a particu-

larly important property since many types of simple rotating laps fall
in to this ca tegory.
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Empirical studies of the figure error as a function of polishing
time at Perkin Elmer (Jones 1977) have shown the results of using
different types of lap configurations.

They found that although the

figure error would initially decrease when:a lap with zero central
remo,,~al

was used, the figure error would teach a minimum and then

increase as further polishing runs were ma~e.

This occurred because

initially the large amplitude, low frequency errors were reduced faster
than the higher frequency errors until only the higher frequency errors
remained.

Since the amplitude of many of these higher frequency errors

was being increased with each figuring run, the overall figure error was
being increased as a function of time.

Conversely, they also found that

when a removal function with a central peak was used, the figure errors
were monotonically reduced with each polishing run (for the extent of
the test).
It is important to note that although many types of removal
functions can be generated with a central peak and negative values in
the transfer function, the effects caused by increasing certain spatial
frequencies will be smaller than for functions with zero central values.
Ideally, we would like to use a smooth removal function with no zeros in
the frequency domain such as a Gaussian function.

It is interesting to

note that this conclusion is well known to experienced opticians who
have discovered by trial and error that smooth removal profiles work
better than rough ones.
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De-Conv~lution

in the Spatial Domain

Although the method of Fourier deconvolution provides a straight
forward way of finding the dwell function and of gaining insight into the
figuring process, the dwell function can also be computed in the spatial
domain.

Although many different techniques have been developed to

perform this type of calculation, we will look at three methods that are
particularly useful for optical figuring appUca tions.
Proportional Estimates of the Dwell Function.

Rather than per-

forming a complex calculation to solve for the dwell function, Jones
(1977) has shown that reasonable results can be obtained if the dwell
function is simply estimated to be proportional to the surface error.
This simple approach is similar to the one used by opticians to "rub down
the high spots" on surfaces that depart from the desired figure.

Figure

8 shows how the process works for a figure error assumed to be the
inverse of the removal function.

For this example, the removal function

is assumed to have a triangular profile and the process is shown in one
dimension.

The dwell function is convolved with the removal function to

calcula te the amount of ma terial removed.

The scaling factor needed to

compute the maximum amount of material removed is determined by the
tool removal rate and the total figuring time.

Here we simply scale the

amount of material removed to match the peak value of the surface
error.

The resulting surface figure is then given by summing the

material removed with the initial surface figure.

This result is always

shown to be positive with respect to the desired reference surface.

This

shows where material must be removed in order to further correct the
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One dimensional model of the figuring process using a dwell
estima te proportional to the surface error.
The removal function is a triangular function the same size as
the initial dwell estimate - one quarter the diameter of the
surface being polished. The horizontal scale shows the full
unit diameter of the surface being figured. The vertical scale
ranges from -1 to +1.
The two iterations shown are the
results of two figuring runs.
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figure.

Two figuring runs are given to show how the figure errors over

the central region are reduced with each polishing run.
The primary advantage of this approach is that virtually no calculations need to be done to find the dwell function.

However, as Jones

has shown, the use of better estimates of the dwell function will
increase the speed at which residual figure errors are reduced.
Van Cittert's Method of Successive Convolution.

In the previous

sections, we have seen that by choosing the appropriate filter function,
we can Fourier filter the spectrum of the figure error to solve for the
desired dwell function.

I t is also possible to perform the filtering

process in the spatial domain by transforming equation 2.26 back into the
spatial domain.
D'(x,y)= azo(x,y)

**

Y(x,y) = 1 azo(a,a) Y(a-x,a-y)dada

We are immediately faced with two problems.

2.29

First, we mus t find a

function which will correctly filter the input.

Second, in order to

produce significant enhancement (i.e. sharpening) of the output, the
filter function must necessarily contain large negative regions.

If, for

some reason, the filter function is confined to be always positive, then
it would appear that the output must always be a smoothed version of
the input.
Van Cittert (1931) has shown that both of these problems can be
solved by first realizing that the output will always be smoothed if
only one convolution is made.

However, if the solution is found itera-

tively using a multiply-convolve process, the smoothing problem can be
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overcome.

Furthermore, van Cittert has shown that a suitable filter

function is given by R(x,y).
The process is as follows (suppressing the arguments):
k=O, D'o = KAzo
Az(k) = D' (k) ** R
D' (k+1) = D' (k) +(Azo+AZ(k»
k + k+l
go to step (1)

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

2.30

Here, we let the superscripted quantities be the kth estimates of the
dwell (Dk) and error (Azk) functions.

The quantity K provides the

constant of proportionality between the surface figure and the initial
dwell estimate. The technique involves starting with an initial guess for
the dwell function given by the surface error function and then successively correcting the dwell function estimate with each iteration.
This same procedure was independently discovered and applied to
the computer controlled polishing process by Jones (1977) at Perkin
Elmer.

It was discovered empirically that this technique does not

always converge.

This was found to be particularly true for removal

functions (PSFs) that have a zero central value.

Jansson (1968) has also

pointed out this technique does not always converge, particularly in the
presence of significant noise.
Freiden (1979) has derived some of the characteristics and limita tions of this process.
1)

As k+ m , ~'(k) approaches the result given by inverse filtering,

provided that

Il-RI<l.

Therefore, if the spectrum of the removal

function goes negative, the result will not converge.

This
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condition is guaranteed when the removal function has a central zero.
This result is confirmed by the work at Perkin Elmer.
2)

For finite values of k, the output is a smoothed version of the

inverse filtered result.

This is not a surprising result and does not

present a serious problem for optical figuring applications.
3)

At frequencies where ~=O , the estimate for the dwell in Fourier

space is a linearly enhanced version of the noise at that frequency.

The

output is given by:
2.31
This resul t im plies tha t this technique is seriously limited in
the presence of significant noise.

If we can insure that our measurement

of the surface errors is done with a high signal to noise ratio, then
this characteristic may not be a serious limitation.

However, in the

presence of even a small amount of noise, the process may begin to
diverge as it nears a solution.
4)

For small values of

11

and moderate va,lues of k, the estimate for

the spectrum of the dwell 'fi'(k) is given by a linear version of the input
surface error spectrum

01'

~zo.

This can be a serious limitation given that

the removal function may have small values at high spatial frequencies.
When this occurs, we may be doing a lot of processing to get virtually
nowhere.
In addition, there is one final characteristic of this technique
that makes van Cittert's method particularly unsuitable for optical
figuring applications.

Since the output is unconstrained, dwell functions

with negative values can be generated.

This implies that we are able to
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somehow deposit material on the surface which, for figuring by material
removal, is not allowed.

Surprisingly, this problem is not mentioned by

Jones (1977).
Figure 9 shows,how the process works to correct a figure error
that looks like the inverse of a triangular removal function.

Since we

know that a correct solution for the dwell function is given by a delta
function, it is possible to correct the surface error in one polishing
cycle, given the correct dwell function.

The accuracy of the dwell

estimate will determine how fast the algorithm will reduce figure errors
and is determined by the number of correction cycles applied in the
algorithm shown in 2.30.

This is easily seen for the two levels of dwell

correc tion shown.
This example clearly shows the main problem associated with this
algorithm--namely that the dwell estimate is forced to have negative
values at some points.

In this example, the problem is handled by math-

ematically adding material where necessary.

It is possible to handle

negative values of the dwell function by simply renormalizing the dwell
to always be positive.

This is an undesirable approach because it

increases the total figuring time needed to reduce the figure errors to
a given level.
The Jansson-van Cittert Method of Deconvolution.

Jansson (1968)

has found a simple modification of van Cittert's method that makes it
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suitable for optical figuring applications.

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The algorithm is as follows:

k=O, D'o = ICAz 0
Az(k) = D'(k) ** R
D'(k+l) = D'(k) + r(k)(Azo+Az(k»
k + k+l
go to step (1)

2.32

where:
2.33
A

Lower bound on the output (D'(x,y»

B = Upper bound on the output such that

A ~ D'(x,y) ~ B

C = Normalization constant
We see that the modification of van Cittert's method occurs in step (2)
with the insertion of a relaxation factor r(k).

The relaxation factor as

defined in equation 2.33 approaches zero as the estimated dwell function
approaches the values of either "A" or "B".

When this occurs, the amount

of correction applied to the estimated dwell function in step (2) approaches zero and all subsequent estimates for the dwell will be stationary at these limiting values.

This is a very important property for

our application since we must constrain the values of the dwell function
to always be positive.
We can see that for the iteration where k=O, the estimated dwell
found in step (2) is linear with the surface error (Az o).

However, during

the next iteration, the correction term applied to the estimated dwell
contains terms tha t are quadratic in Azo.

This process continues with

each iteration so that subsequent iterations produce terms containing
higher powers of Az o•

We can see that by adding the relaxation factor,
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van Cittert's method of successive convolution becomes a nonlinear, constrained process.
Figure 10 shows how the process works for the case where the
surface error is given by the inverse of a triangular removal function.
Two levels of dwell correction are shown to illustrate the effect on
error reduction rate.
Normalizing Dwell to Minimize Figure Errors
Once we find a good estimate of the dwell function, the figuring
time must be adjusted so that the surface errors are correctly reduced.
For the kth polishing run, we can write:
zk(X,y) = zk-l (x,y)
= zk-l (x,y)

+ Co(Dk(x,y) * R(x,y»

2.34

+

2.35

Co AZk(x,y)

The figure errors are given by:

2.36
2.37
where:
zk(X,y)

surface figure for the kth figuring run

zd(x,y)

desired surface figure

Ek(x,y)

kth surface error

Co = normalization constant
Three methods of choosing the constant Co are available: Peak to peak
normalization, volume normalization, and minimum rms error normalization.
In .order to normalize the dwell to match peak values, we simply
adjust the value of Co so that:
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Co

=

-Ek-l (xo,Yo)
bk(Xo,yo)

2.38

where:
Xo,Yo

= coordinates of peak value

For this method of normalization: Ek(xo,Yo) = 0
Volume normalization matches the amount of volume to be removed
so that:
1 Ek(X,y) dxdy
C

=0

-1 Ek-l (x,y) dxdy
1 AZk(x,y) dxdy

---:--:------7-~__:_-:-

o

2.39
2.40

Minimum rms surface error is found by choosing Co so that the
rms surface. error of Ek(X,y) is minimized.

We begin by solving for the

rms surface error for the kth figuring run:
2.41
2.42

2.43
where:
a12

2.44
2.45

We can now minimize a o with respect to Co so that: aaolaC o = 0
=

<Ek_1AZk> - <Ek-1><AZk> + C Oa 2 2

=0

ao

2.46
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Solving for CD:
CD

=

<Ek-l><~zk>

-

<Ek-l~zk>

2.47

<~Zk2> - <~Zk>2

Figl.:re 11 shows two sets vf polishing runs and the results for
pe~k

to peak and rms normalization.

It is clear that since we are trying

to reduce the rms surface errors, the most desirable method of norma lizing the dwell is the one that minimizes the rms figure error.
Summary and Conclusions
We have seen that if we can represent the figuring process as a
linear, shift invariant process, the amount of material removed at any
location is given by the removal function convolved with a dwell
function.

We have also seen that in order to control the dwell to best

reduce the figure errors, we must deconvolve the figure error function
with the removal function.

Al though it is difficul t

to find the

"correct" dwell function, it is possible to iteratively find a good
es tima te of the d we 11 func tion.
In order to minimize the total figuring time, it is necessary to
minimize the sum of the computation time plus the polishing time.
problem is shown schematically in Figure 12.

The

Obviously, i f we use a poor

estimate for the dwell function, the number of polishing runs that must
be made to reduce the figure errors to some level may be large.

If each

polishing run is fairly slow, the total figuring time can be quite large.
Conversely, the number of polishing runs needed to achieve a given
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Fig. 12.

Schema tic diagram of the total time required to figure a
surface for different levels of dwell correction using an
iterative dwell estimation algorithm.
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accuracy is reduced with more accurate estimates of the dwell.

However,

if a particularly slow algorithm is used to correct the dwell estimate,
we reach a point where we may be spending more time computing the dwell
function than we would be spending polishing the surface.

Obviously, the

optimum solution is to use the fastest (and most accurate) algorithm.
In this model of optical figuring, we assume that the removal
func tion is uniformly scanned over the surface.

Therefore, when we

construct our figuring machine, we must provide the capability to scan
the polishing head uniformly over the surface.

It is difficult, using-our

model, to allow for the possibility of finding a best dwell function for
any arbitrary path over the surface--one that does not necessarily cover
every point (e.g. moving from high spot to high spot).

Although such an

approach using subaperture predic tions could be done, we will confine
this study to a uniform scan of the surface.
Al though a number of questions remain concerning how to best
implement the calculation of the dwell function on a microcomputer, we
will leave discussion of these questions until chapter 4 where we look
at the software that runs the machine.
We have also seen that it is desirable to use a smooth,
centrally peaked removal function.

In fact, since a particular removal

function may have only a very small effect on certain spatial
frequencies, it may be necessary to use more than one removal func tion
on a given surface.

The final form of the removal func tion will be

determined by the mechanical aspects of how a figuring lap can be moved
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to produce the most desirable function.

We will look at this in more

detail in the next chapter when we discuss the design of the machine.

CHAPTER 3

MACHINE DESIGN

The design of the optical figuring machine hardware can be
divided into three sections that cover the mechanical, optical, and electronics layout and design.

First, we discuss the design goals and

desired machine characteristics.

Predesign--Desired Machine Characteristics
As in any engineering project, the design of a computer controlled optical figuring machine involves a number of tradeoffs.

These

tradeoffs are determined by the availability of hardware, space requirements, total cost, and final design goals.

Before we examine the details

of the final design, we first discuss the desired capabilities of the
machine and the ways in which these capabilities can be achieved.
A primary goal of this project is to build a small computer controlled optical figuring machine that can be used to research the CCP
process.

In order to achieve this goal, it is desirable that the machine

be designed to have the following characteristics:
1)

A scheme for rapid testing and analysis.

2)

The ability to fabricate and test off-axis components.

3)

Computer control of the optical testing process, data analysis, and

surface figuring system.
62
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Although these capabilities can be accomplished in a

n~mber

of

ways, the following approach was selected:
1)

Use a "high speed" computer controlled heterodyne iriterferometer for

optical testing.
2)

A Cartesian coordinate computer controlled stage

i~

used to position

the polishing head over the workpiece.
3)

A microcomputer is used for data acquisition and analysis as well as

for controlling the polishing stage.
The use of a heterodyne interferometer for optical testing is a
notable departure from the approach used in the CCP machines built by
ITEK and Perkin Elmer.

This type of testing system will result in a sig-

nificant increase in testing speed and accuracy over previous CCP
machines.
The second decision follows the approach taken by ITEK and
Perkin Elmer of using a Cartesian coordinate stage to move the polishing
head over the surface being polished.

This positioning method allows

anamorphic surface errors to be controlled and off axis aspherics to be
generated.

The X-Y stage is also a fairly general positioning method

which can be used to investigate different tool scanning patterns.
The last option--to use a microcomputer for data acquisition and
machine control--is chosen because of the availability of relatively
powerful and inexpensive small computer systems.

These small computers

are well suited for machine control such as in a CCP machine.

In the

past, much larger, more costly computers have been used to perform the
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control and analysis functions that can be done now with much less
costly, smaller, and simpler computer systems.
In order to make the optica! testing problems more manageable,

it was decided to restrict the machine to the fabrication and testing of
concave mirror surfaces only.

This: restriction should not affect the

usefulness of the machine as a research tool.

The maximum size of the

mirror was arbitrarily chosen to be 16 inches.

Mechanical layout and design
The layout of the machine is determined by two factors.

The

firs t fac tor to consider is how the mirror will be moved be tween the
figuring and testing facilities.

The second consideration is the amount

of space available for the machine.

Obviously, these two factors are

closely related.
In order to reduce the amount of handling of the mirror during

the testing-figuring cycle, it is desirable to mount the mirror in such a
way that it can be figured and tested in the same mounting fixture.

It

would be ideal if the mirror could be left in the same place for both
operations.

This would minimize handling, reduce positioning errors, and

eliminate surface deformation due to attitude changes.
tha t

If we assume

the mirror is to be po lished in a horizon ta I orien ta tion, this

requires a large vertical tes t stand or a large folding mirror.

The

large vertical test stand is impractical because of space requirements
(the whole machine must fit into a l2'X l2'X 8' room) and the large
folding

mirror is undesirable because of its size, cost, and the
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likelihood of introducing another source of aberration into the optical
path (a small sag in the surface will introduce astigmatism).
Therefore, i t was decided to arrange the layout of the machine
as shown in Figure 13.

The polishing stage is mounted high off the

surface of the support table and the workpiece is mounted in a pivoting
mirror cell.

The mirror is mounted horizontally below the X-Y stage for

figuring and is rotated down into a vertical position for testing.

The

mirror never has to be removed from the mounting cell during the
testing-figuring cycle since it is aligned with both the polishing stage
in the horizontal position and the interferometer in the vertical
position.

This arrangement has the disadvantage that the orientation of

the mirror must be changed during the test cycle.

It was felt, however,

that this would not be a significant problem for the low aspect ratio,
small diameter mirrors that will be figured in this machine.
In order to isolate the s truc ture from floor vibra tions during
testing, the entire machine would be mounted on a vibration isolation
table.
The mechanical parts that need to be designed are the support
structures, the stage drive system, and the polishing head.

Support Structure Design
The support structures include the main table, the stage mount,
and the pivoting mirror cell.
Because of the high accuracy of the heterodyne interferometer
system, the structural rigidity and isolation characteristics of the main

MIRROR
CELL

\X-Y STAGE

INTERFEROMETER
MIRROR

VIBRATION ISOLATION TABLE

Fig. 13.

Schematic layout of the polishing machine components.

(1\
(1\
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support table are very important.

Therefore, it is necessary to under-

stand how the support table works and how its characteristics affect the
accuracy of the optical testing system mounted on its surface.

We first

preview the basic interferometer design and look at how the phase measurement scheme affects the table specification (the interferometer
design will be discussed in greater detail in a later section)
The interferometer uses a Twyman-Green optical configuration to
image interference fringes onto a 100 X 100 solid state photodiode
detector array.

A PZT driven reference mirror is used to introduce a

linear phase shift into the reference beam while the intensity on the
array is integrated and read out at three, quarter wave phase shift
intervals.

A simple algorithm (equation 3.37) is used to compute the

phase pointwise over all points on the detector array from the three
frames of intensity data.

The intensity data is digitized to a depth of

6 bits and can be read at a rate of lMpx/sec (megapixels per second).
The measurement speed of the interferometer is determined by
the amount of light available and the speed of the electronics (the
detector

array~

the interface electronics, and the computer memory).

Using a data rate of lMpx/sec, the three intensity measurements can be
made in about 1/30 second.
As we will show in a later section, it becomes very important to
strongly attenuate sources of temporal phase noise in a frequency range
centered about the frequency of the measurement.

Noise that occurs at

frequencies significantly lower than the measurement frequency will be
measured along with the signal phase.

The phase measurements can then
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be time averaged in order to minimize the effec t of the phase noise on
the signal accuracy.

Conversely, phase noise that occurs at a much

higher frequency than the measurement frequency will be

tim~

averaged

by the integrating detector array while the measurement is made.
Therefore, if we pick a factor of ten frequency range about the measurement frequency, we would like to isolate the interferometer from noise
in the range of 1/3 to 1/300 Hz.
We now look at the isolation characteristics of air flotation
tables.

These types of tables have a very massive, rigid table top that

is supported by passive air flotation legs.

The main charac teris tic of

the passive support system is its spring-like nature.

The rigid table

top is in effec t a mass mounted on three or more soft springs.

The legs

can be thought of as pressurized cylinders with an internal piston
connected to the table top.

The gas pressure supports the weight of the

table and the compressibility of the gas provides

the low spring

constant.
If we ignore the fac t

tha t the table has 6 degrees of freedom

and examine only motion in the vertical direction, we can easily
calcula te the isolation characteristics for mechanical noise in the
vertical direction.

We start by solving the equation of motion for a

driven harmonic oscillator.
F= rna

3.2
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where:
m=table top mass
x=table top displacement
k=spring cons_tant of legs
Fd=driving force = Fcos(wt)
F=driving force amplitude
oo=angular driving frequency
We assume a solution of:
x

3.3

Acos(oo t)

where:
A=output amplitude
We find:
A

F

3.4

where:

= 'kIm

~

Wo

= natural system frequency

If we now define the transmissibility (T) of the sys tem to be the ra tio
of the output amplitude to the input amplitude, we have:

3.5

We see that isolation occurs at frequencies above
changes slightly when we add a damping term).

00 0

6

(this

Since most building

vibrations occur in the 4 to 15 Hz frequency region, we can see that we
need a very low natural frequency.

If we assume that for our system we
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would like to have 90% isolation at 4 Hz, we find that we need a table
with a natural frequency of about 1.2 Hz.

For a system with this

frequency response, the transmissibility at 30 Hz is about .0016 or about
99.8 % isolation.
We now look at the specifications for the Newport Research Corporation (NRC) vibration isolation tables given in Figure 14.

If we start

by specifying a table top size of 10'X 4', we can pick the remaining
dimensions to optimize the table performance.

In order to minimize the

interaction between the table top and the support legs, it is necessary
to pick a top with a resonant frequency that is much higher than the leg
frequency.

Since the signal beam of the interferometer must traverse

the length of the table twice, it is necessary that the table be'very
stiff.

This requirement also results in a high resonant frequency--

preferably much higher than the measurement frequency.

If we pick an 18

inch thick table top, the resonant frequency is about 250 Hz.

If we

mount this top on 4 NRC air flotation legs, the product information
shows a system resonance between 1 Hz and 2 Hz.

This data indicates

that this table should provide adequate performance for isolating the
heterodyne test system from floor vibrations.
The design of the stage mount and the mirror cell are simply
determined by the geometry of the machine and can be seen in the
assembly drawings shown in Figure 15 and 16.
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b. Vertical transmissibility vs frequency for different air
mount loading (per mount) for NRC type B mounts.
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Stage Specifications and Design
An existing X-Y stage was modified to drive the polishing head
over the surface of the mirror.

The carriage on the stage is free to

move roughly 13 inches on one axis and about 16 inches on the other axis.
Stepper motors drive each axis through 10 pitch lead screws at a
~aximum

speed of about 1 to 2 inches/second (depending on the load).

In

order to reduce oscillation due to mechanical feedback, the stepper
motors are electrically damped.

Instead of sending simple pulses to

step the motors, waveform shaping is used to send triangular pulses so
that energy is gradually exchanged between motor poles.
oscillation due to feedback and makes
smoothly.

This reduces

the system run much more

In addition, by partially energizing each pole, the motors can

by run with higher angular resolution.

Although the motors used in the

stage are rated for 24 pulses per revolution, the resolution has been
increased to 96 "steps" per revolution.

This gi:ves the motor/lead screw

combina tion a linear resolution of 960 steps per inch.

Since both the

ball bearings that hold the lead screws and the ball nuts driving the
carriage are pre loaded for zero backlash, the stage should have a resolution better than .002".
In order to check that the motors don't miss a step due to
overload or

oscillation~

a simple one pulse per revolution optical

encoder is mounted on each motor shaft.

Since we know that each motor

require 96 pulses per revolution, we can check the output of the encoder
every 96 pulses to see if the motor has, actually turned one revolution.
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If it hasn't,
we have lost track of the position of the stage and the
II:
system will indicate the error and shut down.
Two types of limit switches are located at the end of travel
positions on each axis.

The first is a simple microswitch that shuts the

system down if the motor "goes berserk" due to some electrical malfunction.

Hopefully, this prevents the system from tearing itself apart in

an emergency.
The second limit switch is an optical sensor that is used to set
the end travel posi.tion.
system is first started.

The motor is run to this position when the
When the pulse from the optical limit switch is

received, the motor is run in the other direction a known number of
pulses to center the stage.
We will discuss the computer control system that runs the
stage in the next chapter.

Polishing Head Design
Three factors influence the design of the polishing head.

The

first and most important factor is the shape of the desired removal
function.

As was shown in chapter two, the removal function should be a

smooth, centrally peaked function.

It is also important that the

polishing head be a fairly simple mechanism in order to make it as easy
to build,

inex~ensive,

and reliable as possible.

Finally, the size of the

polishing head must be small enough to fit onto the polishing stage.
In order to produce a centrally peaked removal function, it is
necessary to produce a lap motion that has a high central velocity with
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a long central dwell time.

These characteristics can be produced by

spinning a lap on a slowly rotating crank.

By changing the relative

angular velocities and lap diameter to crank length ratio, a large family
of removal functions can be generated.
In order to calcula te the radially symme tric removal func tion,
we start by calculating the velocity of the rotating lap on a crank as a
function of polar coordinates measured from the crank axis (at the
center of the removal function).
and the geometry of the problem.

Figure 17 shows the coordinate system
We start by writing the two angular

velocity components in terms of rectangular coordinates:
-+

Vr

-+

Vp

'"

+

ooorcose y

3.6

'"

+

oo1PCOS~

'"

3.7

-ooorsine x

= -oo1psin~

x

Y

where:
00 0
00 1

angular velocity of crank arm
angular velocity of lap (with respect to crank arm

We now eliminate p and ~ in equation (3.7).

From the law of sines:

sine = [sin( ~-e)]
=
p
a

sin~

r

3.8

We find from equa tion (3.8) tha t:
rsine =
pcos~

psin~

= rcose

- a

3.9

3.10

Substituting equations (3.9) and (3.10) into equation (3.7), equation (3.7)
becomes:
3.11
By summing the x and y components of equations (3.6) and (3.11), we get
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y

x
Polishing Lap

Fig. 17.

Coordina te sys tern used to compute the
generated by a rotating lap on a crank.

removal

func tions
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the following result:
+

A

A

3.12

V = [-rsine(Cllo+CII1)] x + [(Cllo+CII1)rCOSe - CII1a] y

The velocity is finally obtained by taking the magnitude of equation

(3.12):
3.13
= V

We now shift the coordinate system so that we always reference
rotations to a fixed coordinate frame (as shown in Figure 18).

3.14
After performing this

coo~dinate

shift and normalizing the radial dimen-

sions to the lap radius, we get:

3.15)
where:

r'= r/ Po
g

= a/po
We can now solve for the amount of material removed per cycle

as a function of the normalized radial coordinate by solving for

~h

in

Pres ton's equation.
dz/dt = k PV
~z

= k ! PV dt

Converting to polar coordinates:
dt = de/ClIo

1.1

3.16
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Fig. 18.

Transformation from a rotating to a fixed coordinate system.
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~z( r')

2k

Je

o

p(r'e)V(r'e) de

3.17

1110

-eo
where:
e

a

= cos-1[r'2 - 1 + g2]
2r'g

3.18

Here, we are simply calculating the amount of material removed by integrating the velocity-pressure product along a radial arc.

The amount of

time spent per cycle as a function of radius is determined by the
an.gular extent of the lap-- thus setting the limits of integration
(equation (3.18».

This is the same approach used by Jones (1980) to

calculate the material removed by two pad epicyclic motion laps.
A short computer program has been written to numerically do the
line integrals and plot the results.

Figure 19 shows some resul ts

assuming constant pressure across the lap.

Because we want to find a

centrally peaked function,we can immediately rule out any removal
functions where g>l (configurations where the lap does not overhang the
center).

We can also eliminate the configuration where g=O (a simple

rotating lap with a zero central velocity).

It is also desirable to find

a function that removes as much material per cycle as possible.

In

other words, we can rule out any configurations that might have a
desirable shape but remove very little material.
It was decided

that

the approximately

triangular removal

function that results when g=l and e=-l is a desirable function that
roughly meets our goals.

This function, shown in Figure 20, has a
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REMOVAL FUnCTION: G=1. E=-1
Date: 1/38/83
File: TEST.DAT

OPD Plot

ISOfI'letric Plot

-~/
steps/wave = 16

MAX= 8

Fig. 20.

MIH=-1

- Inverted Height -

Approximately conical removal function produced when g=l and
e=-l.
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central peak and rolls off smoothly at the edges.

This particular

function is also the result of a fairly easy motion to produce.

The

polishing head was then designed around the idea that it would produce
the type of motion we have been discussing and would be made so that it
could easily be changed to produce different values of "g" and "e".
Figure 21 shows the layout of the polishing head.

A large DC

motor is used to drive the main rotor through a large timing belt.

The

lap is driven by another timing belt system with one end fixed to a
slowly rotating fixed rate synchronous motor.

Since the gear attached

to the lap drive shaft is about one half the diameter of the central
drive gear, the motion of the lap about the central axis results in an
"e" value of about -1.
of the two motors.

Figure 22 shows the "e" values for various rates

The ratio ·of the two rotational velocities can also

be varied by changing the gears that drive the lap rotation.
The lap drive system is designed with an idler gear in such a
way that the crank arm length can be easily changed from 1 to 2 inches.
By changing the diameter of the lap and the crank arm length, a large
number of values of "gil values can be generated.

The minimum lap size

for g=l is 2 inches and the maximum lap size for g=l is 4 inches.

These

seem like reasonable sizes for a 16 inch diameter workpiece.
In order to insure that the figuring lap can follow any type of
surface being polished, it is mounted with three degrees of freedom as
shown in Figure 23.

The lap is mounted to the drive shaft with a

universal joint and the entire polishing head is mounted so that it can
pivot in such a way to allow the lap vertical travel.

Stage Carriage
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Synchronous Motor
r--.

Main Motor

~

I
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Splash Guard
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Polishing Lap

Fig. 21.

Polishing head design.
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: 'e' vs Crank Arm Speed For Polishing Head
Gear Drive Ratio = 48:18
(Curves ~re plotted for different synchronoas Motor speeds)
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Values of "e" obtained as a function of polishing head motor
speed ratios.
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Lap mounting to obtain three degrees of freedom.
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The performance of the polishing head will be discussed in
chapter 5.

Optical Layout and Design
The optical layout of the machine is straightforward.

The

mirror to be tested is mounted at one end of the isolation table-opposite to the interferometer mounted at the other end of the table.
Before we discuss the design of the interferometer, we first review heterodyne phase measurement techniques and examine some of the factors
that limit measurement accuracy.

Heterodyne Interferometry
Phase measurements at optical frequencies can be made by the
same techniques commonly used for RF detection in radio and television.
An unknown wavefront at a known frequency is heterodyned, or mixed, with
a known wavefront at a slightly different frequency.

By the principle

of superposition, the two wavefronts are added over space and the
reSUlting beat frequency is then detected by a square law detector.

We

can easily show tha t a l though the difference frequency is a tam uch
lower frequency than the two original beams, the phase of the summed
resul t is given by the phase difference between the two input beams.
The known and unknown wavefronts can be written as
t(x,y,t) = A(X,y)~ ei(Wl t-~l(X,y»

3.19

E2(x,y,t)

3.20

B(x,y)b ei(w2t-~2(x,y»
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where:
00 1,2
00
A

a
A

b

= optical

frequency of beams land 2

= difference

frequency between beams land 2

= (001

= unit

vector parallel to electric field for

El

= unit

vector parallel to electric field for

E2

-

(02)

If the two -beams are added and the square modulus taken, the result is
given by:

where:
3.22

This expression can be rewritten as:
I(x,y,t)

= Io(x,y)[l +

ycos(oot - AcjJ(x,y)]

3.23

where:

A

y

= contrast =

21 A /I B I(a

A

• b)

3.24

IAI2 + IBI2

The resulting signal intensity is modulated at a frequency given by the
frequency difference be tween the two interfering beams.

Since this

frequency difference can be made arbitrarily small (i.e. much smaller
than optical frequencies), it can be matched to nearly any type of electronic detection scheme.

Because the phase of the signal is given by the

phase difference between the two beams, a straightforward phase measurement of the signal beam can be used to derive the phase of the
unknown wavefront.
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Since this type of measurement can be made at any pupil
location, the phase can be measured over a uniform grid at any arbitrary
spatial frequency.

This is a significant improvement over traditional

interferogram analysis techniques where the introduction of a large
amount of tilt into the reference wavefront increases the spatial
frequency of the data while decreasing the measurement accuracy (Womak
1981).
In order to make measurements over the entire two dimensional
extent of the pupil, the pupil can be imaged onto a two dimensional solid
state detector array.

Besides being very compact, these types of arrays

--either charged coupled devices (CCn) or photodiode arrays--have two
important characteristics.

First, since the photogenerated charge is

summed and stored during an exposure, these are integrating detectors.
The other characteristic of these detector arrays is that since they are
produced by extremely precise photolithographic methods, the position
accuracy of the individual detector elements is very high.

This elimi-

nates the distortion normally found in television cameras and means that
data is recorded over an extremely precise uniform grid.
Following the approach used by Wyant (1975) and Koliopoulos
(1981) we can show how an integrating detector array can be used to
measure the phase of the intensity signal.

Two methods can be used:

discrete phase step measurements and integrating bucket measurements.
Integrated Intensity Measurements.

In the integra ting bucke t

approach, a linear phase shift is introduced into the reference beam and
the detector array is allowed to integrate the intensity for an integral
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2~

number of intervals during a

phase change.

The integrated intensity

during anyone interval can be written:
T(m)/N
1m = (4)

.I(x,y,t)dt

JT(m-l)/N:

3.25

where:
1m = the mth integrated intensity bticket
T

period = time for

2~

phase change

N

= total number of buckets (N)=3)

m

= mth bucket (m=1,2, ••• ,N)

Here we are normalizing the resulting bucket values to have units of
intensity.
Although Koliopoulos (1981) has shown that the phase can be calculated by using any number of buckets greater than three, we review the
derivation of the phase equation from four integrated intensity measurements (and show a slightly more simplified result for the case where the
first three buckets are used).
I{x,y) = Io[ 1 + ycos(wt +

11 (x,y)

~cjl)]

1 jT/4
0
I(x,y)dt

( ;)

I

(; )

JT/2

T/4

I{x,y)dt

3.26

3.27

3.28
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I
J3T/4
1s(x,y) = ( TO)
1(x,y)dt
T/2

3.29

1 .. (x,y) = ( ; ) JT . 1(x,y)dt

3.30

3T/4
Performing the integra:ls, the integrated buckets can be written:
3.31
1 2 (x,y) = 1 0 [(1/4) 1s(x,y) = 1 0 [(1/4)

+

(y/21r)(cos~cj1

+

sin~cjI)]

3.32

(y/21T)(sin~cj1

- cos~cjI)]

3.33
3.34

We can see that that the maximum value of anyone bucket is given by:

3.35
These equations can now be solved to give an expression for the phase
difference

~cjI.

If we use the first three buckets, we find:

3.36
If we introduce a 1T/4 bias into the signal (Wyant 1975, Ko1iopou1os 1981)
so that,
Ilcjl = Ilcjl' -

.!
4

3.37

we can use all four buckets to solve for the phase difference.
3.38
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If we had divided the period into 3 buckets instead of 4, the

angle could be computed from the following expressions:
11 (X,y)

= 10 [(1/3) +
I 2 (x,y)

(yi3/4tr )COSIlIP - (3/4tr )sinIlIP]

= 1 0 [(1/3)

1,(x,y) = 1 0 [(1/3)

+

- (yCs/2tr)cosll lP]

(yi3/4tr)cOSIlIP

+

(3/4tr)sinIl IP]

3.39

3.40

3.41

The phase is then given by:
3.42
This is a slightly more complicated result than for the previous two
cases.

We can also see that since we have three unknowns--the DC term,

the quadrant position, and the phase angle (or: DC term, sine, and cosine),.
the minimum number of measurements needed to compute the phase angle is
three.
It is important to note that the phase of the signal does not
depend on the intensity or the contrast (y>O) of the signal for any of
these methods.

Therefore, it is not necessary to worry about spatial

gain changes across the detector array.
Phase Stepping Measurements.

Instead of integrating the output

intensity while the phase of the signal beam is being ramped, it is also
possible to derive the phase of the unknown wavefront by changing the
phase of the reference beam in discrete steps.

This technique can be

thought of as a sort of "freeze frame" heterodyne technique •. In order to
produce the known phase shift in the reference beam, we mix the signal
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and reference beams at slightly different frequencies for a known period
of time and then "freeze" the frequency difference and look at the
resulting phase change that has occurred in the output intensity.
As in the integrating bucket approach, the number of measurements needed to compute the phase can be anywhere from a minimum of
three to an arbitrarily large number.

We review the derivation for four

measuremen ts.
Measured intensity

Signal phase shift
~

=0

3.43

1T

~

= 1T

~ =

'Y sin[ f1 ~(x,y)]

3.44

= 10 (1 - 'Ycos[f1~(x,y)]

3.45

B = 10 (1

~=2

c

31T

T

D = 1 0 (1

+

'Ysin[f1~(x,y)]

3.46

Using all four measurements, the phase is given by:

f1~

= tan- 1

[D-B]
A-C

3.47

If we use the first three measurements, we find:

f1~

= tan- 1

[<A+C>-2B]
A-C

3.48

In all of the algorithms we have discussed so far, both the
intensity and contrast terms have dropped out of the final expression
for the phase.

This means that not only can the phase be measured over

a uniform grid, it can be measured independent of intensity or contrast
variations over the pupil.

Also, both the magnitude and sign of the

phase are determined directly from the intensity measurements.

This
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means that high and low OPD values are determined automatically without
further manipulation of the test set up.
Signal Contrast.

A fundamental difference between the phase

stepping and integrating bucket algorithms is the contrast of the output
signals.

The signal contrast for each method caD. be found by evaluating

equation 3.25 for N buckets and any arbitrary initial starting time (to).
We solve for an arbitrary bucket value.

(i)

Jto

A~)]

dt

3.49

to+T/N

(~)

+ ({)

(~)

+ (2Y

=

=

to+T/N
[1 + YCOS(CIlt +

= (1) +
N

Jto

cos(CIlt+A$) dt

lr)[ sin(CIl(to+j>+M) - sin(CIlt o +
lr
lr
(..L) sin(N ) cOS(CIlto + A$ + -N )
21r

3.50

A$) ] 3.51
3.52

We finally arrive at the resul t:
I(t o) =

(~)

[ 1 +

ysinc(~)

COS(CIlt o + A$ + ;) ]

3.53

The contrast of the output signal is given by:
Yb(N) = Ysinc(.l:.)
N

3.54

To find the contrast for the phase stepping algorithm, we simply
let N become very large.

For large N, the "sine" term goes to one and

the contrast of the signal is the same as the contrast of the input
intensity.

Therefore, the contrast of the 3 and 4 bucket signals is
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reduced by factors of .83 and .90 respectively compared to the contrast
of the phase stepping algorithm.

As we shall see in the following

sections, the decreased dynamic range of the signal will slightly
decrease the signal to noise ratio of the calculated phase.
Phase Shifting Methods.

Next, we discuss some of the methods

that can be used to introduce a known small frequency difference
between the reference and signal beams.

Although there are a large

number of methods that can be used to shift the frequency of a
wavefront, we briefly review five of the most common methods.
1)

Piezoelectric (PZT) mirror translator.

A PZT translator can

be used to translate the position of the reference mirror by a distance
proportional to the voltage applied to the piezoelectric transducer.

The

frequency of the reflected wavefront is proportional to the velocity of
the mirror and the resulting phase change is proportional to the position
of the mirror.
2)

Pockels electro-optic cell.

The reference beam is passed

through a certain type of birefringent uniaxial crystal.

The refractive

index of the fast and slow axis of the crystal are linearly proportional
to an applied electric field.

Since the field rotation is controlled by

the applied electric field, the response time can be very high.
3)

Translating linear grating.

The frequency of a beam of light

passing through a moving grating is frequency shifted by an amount given
by:

f = MVn, where:

f= frequency shift, M = order number, and Vn =

number of grating lines translated per unit time.

Since the frequency of
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the beam is proportional to the velocity of the grating, phase changes
are proportional to the position of the grating.
4)

Bragg acousto-optic cell.

analog to the moving grating.

This device is the solid state

A high frequency acoustic wave is used to

set up a moving sinusoidal index grating in a medium.

The index grating

is created by the compression and rarification of the material as the
longitudinal sound wave propagates though it.

As in the case for a

moving grating, a frequency shift in the acoustic wave is required to
produce a frequency shift in the transmitted optical wavefront.

5)

Rotating half wave plate.

Crane (1969) demonstrated that

the phase of a wavefront can be changed by passing it through a rotating
half waveplate.

If the half wave plate is rotating at a frequency of 00,

the frequency shift of the transmitted wavefront will be given by 12001.
It is important to note that in all of the phase calculation
algorithms that have been discussed, it is assumed that the frequency
and phase characteristics of the reference beam are known.

Therefore, it

is necessary that in all of these frequency shifting methods a given
input produce a known output.
Because of its small she, simplicity, cost 5 and accuracy, the PZT
transla tor is the most commonly used phase shifting device.

PZT trans-

lators are readily available and have sensitivities ranging from about .2
lJm/KV to 8 lJm/KV.

These devices usually have a range of translation

anywhere from .2lJm to lOum.

Al though PZTs suffer from hys teresis

effects, small nonlinearities, and have a limited excursion range, they
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are inexpensive and easy to 'control with a computer.

The computer can

then be used to correct for small errors in the translation characteristics of the PZT so that the phase shifting characteristics of the device
can be known to a very high degree of accuracy.

For these reasons, the

PZT phase shifting method was chosen for the interferometer system
described here.
In the next section, we look at how phase noise between the
reference and signal beams affect the accuracy of the phase measurement.
Accuracy Limitations
In order to design the interferometer system so that errors are
minimized, it is important to understand the factors that can limit the
measurement accuracy.
Since the errors for the phase stepping algorithm have been
described elsewhere (Koliopoulos 1981, Shagam 1980) we will examine the
errors affecting phase measurements using

the integrating bucket

algorithm.
Digitization Noise.

For each of the intensity measurements, the

detector array integrates the intensity for a fraction of a period.

The

analog signal that represents the integrated intensity is then digitized
and read directly into computer memory.

Given that all other sources of

noise in the data are very small, the phase calculated from the
digitized data may differ from the actual phase of the wavefront.

We

can illustrate how this can happen by digitizing the intensity data from
one detector into 4 parts "(digitizing depth of 2 bits).

If we arbitrarily
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choose a phase of 37 degrees, compute the actual integrated bucket
intensity values, digitize these values, and then compute the difference
between the phase calculated from the digitized data and the known phase
shift, we can calculate the error due to data digitization.

Here, we

perform the digitization by simply truncating the data to the next
lowest bucket so that only full buckets are recorded.
n

Measurement Value

Bucket Value

Digitized Bucket

1

.28132

2.36866

2

2

.02711

.22827

o

3

.21868

1.84117

1

The measurement values in the second column are calculated from
equations (3.31) through (3.34).

The bucket values shown in the third

column are first normalized to the maximum measurement value given by
equa tion (3.35) (here the maximum is .47508) and then mul tip lied by 4.

In

the third column, we have simply truncated the bucket values to integer
values.

If we now use equation (3.36) to calculate the phase from the

dig! tized bucke ts, we find tha t the phase we would measure from the
digitized data is 26.6 degrees.

For this particular phase shift we would

see an error of -10.4 degrees or about 1/34 waves.
Although the error for this particular example is fairly small,
the maximum error can be found by doing this same calculation for all
values of the phase shift.

A computer program has been written to do

this calculation for a large number (360) of phase shift values.

The

results of this calculation for both the three bucket and the four
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bucket algorithms can be seen in Tables 1 and 2.

Both the maximum peak

to peak error and the rms error are shown for different digitiza tion
depths ranging from 1 (binary detection) to 12 using a step size of one
degree and examining the error over all 360 degrees.
It is important to note that the results of this calculation
show that it is not necessary to digitize the signal to a large depth to
achieve a very high accuracy.

If an 8 bit AID converter is used, and the

signal can be modulated over the full range of the converter so that it
is digitized to the full depth of 8 bits, the maximum error due to digitization error is less than 1/500 waves--or better than 10 Angstroms
wavefront error resolution!

The rms errors are even smaller.

These results also show that the errors due to the digitization
of the data are not significantly changed when the first three buckets
are used in the four bucket scheme.

Therefore, the speed of the system

can be increased without increasing this particular error.
Linear Phase Shifting Errors.

In all of the calculations that

we have done so far, we have assumed that we are able to introduce a
known linear phase shift into the reference beam.

Errors are produced

if the phase of the reference beam is not changed linearly or if the
frequency difference between the two interfering beams is not precisely
known.

If we assume that phase of the reference beam can be changed

linearly with time, we can calculate the errors that result when the
signal frequency (and therefore, signal period) is not precisely known.
This is done by rewriting equation 3.24 so that we are integrating over
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Table 1.

Digitization error using three integrated buckets.
Search increment equals one degree (inverse errors
are shown).
Bit

Error(p-p)
(Waves)

l/(p-p)
l/(rms)
(l/Waves)

======================================

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Table 2.

2.0E-01
9.4E-02
4.4E-02
1.9E-02
1.2E-02
5.6E-03"
3.3E-03
1.6E-03
7.5E-04
3.6E-04
2.0E-04
9.5E-05

23.5
53.8
111.7
251.4
445.5
842.9
1564.5
3147.1
6930.9
13503.1
26521.4
60534.0

Digitization error using four integrated buckets.
Search increment equals one degree. Results for
both 3 and 4 measurements are shown (inverse errors
are shown).
3 Measuremen ts

Bit

5.0
10.7
22.5
51.5
85.6
180.0
300.4
636.7
1341.1
2746.6
5085.0
10532.6

l/(p-p)
l/(rms)
(l/Waves)

4 Measurements

l/(p-p)
l/(rms)
(l/Waves)

========================================================

1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

10
11
12

4.0
9.6
17.9
31.0
66.2
134.3
253.7
545.4
1070.6
1948.3
4195.0
8640.5

16.7
51.6
107.7
192.9
412.9
830.6
1484.4
3655.0
6867.6
13669.5
27615.7
48653.3

3.7
8.4
16.2
26.4
60.0
125.1
239.6
537.5
1039.8
1808.8
3980.8
8107.9

16.7
48.7
93.0
168.2
355.3
723.5
1278.4
3135.6
6271.1
11591.9
23557.5
44622.5
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slightly different bucket intervals:

I

IN

T'

I(x,y,t)dt

m

3.55

T'm-l/N

where:
T'= T+E

T

actual signal period

E

period error

Al though it is fairly easy to do this integration analytically, a
computer program has been written to do this integral numerically.
Simpson integration is used to generate the integrated bucket intensity
values for different error values and phase algorithms.

The phase error

is then given by the difference between the phase calculated from the
integrated bucket intensities and the actual input phase.
A plot of the error as a function of the input OPD for both the
3 and 4 bucket algorithms is shown in Figure 24.

The phase error of the

measured signal shows a DC offset and an approximately sinusoidal
variation that is twice that of the input frequency.

Since we are not

interested in the DC term, we calculate the peak to peak and rms error
after the DC term has been subtracted.

The peak to peak and rms errors

for both the three and four bucket algorithms are shown in Tables 3-5.
The least error results from using the 4 bucket method.
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PHASE ERROR DUE TO QUADRATIC PHASE SHIFT ERROR:&
CALIBRATIO" ERROR USIHG IHTEGRATIHG BUCKET ALGORITHM
Q~adratic

Error: .888(wv/secZ), Calihration Error':
Haxi.~M : 2.857322E-82 (waves)

18~

y Axis

1.8

2
1

8.8

3

-1.8
8.5
Optical Path Difference (waves)

Fig. 24.

1.8

Calibration error for 3 and 4 integrated bucket algorithms.
The
1)
2)
3)

phase error is shown as an offset from the DC bias term.
4 measurements out of 4 bucket algorithm.
3 measurements out of 4 bucket algorithm.
3 bucket algorithm.
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Table 3.

PZT calibration error using 3 integrated bucket
algorithm. Search increment equals four degrees.
Inverse errors are shown.

RMS error
Bias
P-P error
Error Coeff.
(l/waves)
(l/waves)
(waves)
(l/waves)
=====================================================
-,1250
-.1125
-.1000
-.0875
-.0750
-.0625
-.0500
-.0375
-.0250
-.0125
0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125

-21.3
-23.7
-26.7
-30.5
-35.5
-42.7
-53.3
-71.1
-106.6
-213.1
213.6
106.7
71.1
53.4
42.7
35.6
30.5
26.7
23.7

29.2
32.3
36.1
41.1
47.7
56.9
70.8
93.9
140.1
278.7
275.9
137.2
90.8
67.7
53.9
44.6
37.9
33.0
29.1

82.4
91.2
102.1
116.1
134.8
161.0
200.2
265.5
396.1
787.4
780.2
387.6
256.8
191.4
152.2
126.0
107.3
93.2
82.3
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Table 4.

PZT calibration error using 3 measurements of
4 integrated bucket algorithm. Search increment
equals four degrees.

Error Coeff.
(waves)

Bias
(l/waves)

P-P error
(l/waves)

RMS error
(l/waves)

=====================================================

-.1250
-.1125
-.1000
-.0875
-.0750
-.0625
-.0500
-.0375
-.0250
-.0125
0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125

-21.3
-23.7
-26.7
-30.5
-35.5
-42.7
-53.3
-71.1
-106.7
-213.4
213.4
106.7
71.1
53.3
42.7
35.5
30.5
26.7
23.7

31.8
35.5
39.9
45.7
53.3
64.0
79.9
106.8
160.0
32004
320.4
160.0
106.8
79.9
64.0
53.3
45.7
39.9
35.5

90.1
100.2
112.8
129.0
150.6
180.8
226.1
301.6
452.5
905.1
905.1
452.5
301.6
226.1
180.8
150.6
129.0
112.8
100.2
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Table 5.

PZT calibration error using 4 measurements of
4 integrated bucket algorithm. Search increment
equals four degtees. Inverse errors are shown.

p-p error
RMS error
Error Coeff.
Bias
(waves)
(l/waves)
(l/waves)
(l/waves)
=====================================================
-.1250
-.1125
-.1000
-.0875
-.0750
-.0625
-.0500
-.0375
-.0250
-.0125
0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125

-16~0

-17.8
-20.0
-22.9
-26.7
-32.0
-40.0
-53.3
-80.0
-160.0
160.0
80.0
53.3
40.0
32.0
26.7
22.9
20.0
17.8

31.9
35.5
39.9
45.6
53.3
64.0
80.0
106.7
160.0
320.3
320.1
160.2
106.7
80.0
64.0
53.3
Li.5.6

39.9
35.4

90.1
100.2
112.8
129.0
150.6
180.8
226.1
301.6
452.5
905.0
905.1
452.5
301.6
226.1
180.8
150.6
129.0
112.8
100.2
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These results can be used to determine the errors caused by a
number of sources such as PZT sensitivity error, tilt error, and source
instability.

The first of these errors is caused when the sensitivity of

the PZT and/or driver electronics is not precisely known.

The sensitiv-

ity gives the amount of translation produced by the PZT for a given
voltage input to the driver system.

Therefore, using an incorrect sensi-

tivity will mean that each intensity bucket will not be integrated for
the proper fraction of a period and the value of the calculated phase
will be in error.
The second source of error, tilt error, results when tilt is introduced as the PZT is translated.

In the case of a single cylindrical

PZT element, this can be the result of asymmetries in the geometry of
the element. These errors can be reduced by simply trimming the element
to uniform dimensions.

Some companies have introduced translators that

have three PZT driver elements driven by three separate high voltage
amplifiers with adjustable gain to correct for tilt error.
Since

the

phase calculation is

a

local

operation--being

performed separately for each pixel location, tilt error can be thought
of as a sensitivity error that varies linearly as a function of pixel
location.

If the test wavefront contains only small phase errors and

has only a small amount of tilt, then tilt error in the PZT will add
only a small amount of tilt to the measured wavefront.

Since we will

subtrac t til t from the ou tpu t, the error for this case is not serious.
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However, the assumption that the unknown wave front has only
small amounts of tilt and phase variation is, in general, not true.
Therefore, the error that is added to the wavefront is given by the bias
term plus the sinusoidal error term.

Since the bias term is a linear

function of the error coefficient which, in turn, is a linear function of
the tilt error, the net effect of this term is to slightly change the
amoun t of til t that will be measured.
unimportant.

As in the previous case, this is

However, the effect of the sinusoidal error term will be

to introduce phase errors that vary as the tilt error across the pupil.
Tables 3-5 can be used to determine the maximum allowable tilt error
for a given desired measurement accuracy.
Finally, slowly varying frequency drifts in the laser source can
cause small errors in the measurement.

In an unequal path interferome-

ter, a frequency shift in the source will cause a frequency difference
between the two interfering beams that is proportional to the path
difference.

If the frequency of the source drifts slowly compared to

the measurement speed, this small frequency difference adds an approximately linear error to the desired frequency of the output signal.

Of

course, this error is minimized if the laser source is fairly stable
(long warm up time) and if the measurement time is made much faster
than the frequency drift of the laser.
Nonlinear PZT Errors.

In the previous section, we assumed that

we are able to introduce a linear phase shift into the reference beam.
If the PZT translator has a linear response to the applied input voltage,
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then the resulting phase shift will also be linear and our assumption is
valid.

However, if we input a linear voltage ramp to the PZT and it

responds nonlinearly, errors are produced.
We can calculate the phase errors produced by a nonlinear
response if we assume a functional form for the response error.

We

begin by asserting that the nonlinear error term can be accurately represented by assuming that it is quadratic in nature.

We shall see that

this is a good assumption when we look at the measured phase shift error
in the chapter 4.

We start by writing an expression for the phase shift

produced by the PZT as a function of time.
~ = At2

+

Bt

+

C

3.56

where:
A

= quadratic

B

= linear

error coefficient

coefficient

C = constant
t

time

We can express the phase shift as the sum of the desired linear phase
shift and an error term

(~l).

$ = $ 1 (t)

+

tal

t

+

$0

3.57

In general, the error term can be expressed as the sum of a constant, a
linear term and a quadratic term.
3.58
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where:
a,b,c = constants
We would like to have the error term of the total phase shift meet the
following conditions:
1)

h(O) = 0

2)

~l (T)

3)

~1(T/2) =

= 0
-e:

where:
e:=maximum phase error due quadratic error term
T=period of intensity signal (seconds)
We solve for a,b, and c using the boundary conditions and find:
a = 2e:/(T 22)

3.59

b = -2e:/T

3.60

These values can be substituted back into equation 3.56 and we can solve
for the constants A, B, and

c:

~(t)

at2+bt+c+IIlt:+~o

= At 2+Bt+C

3.61

Here:
A = 2e:/(T2)
B

2err-E)/T

C=

~o

= constant term (the initial phase shift at time = 0)

The value of each integrated intensity bucket can be calculated
by using the expression for the phase given in equation (3.36) in the
equation for the integrated buckets (equation (3.25».

llO
Im =

[~oJ

! (1 + ycos(At 2 +Bt+C»dt

3.62

Although this equation is difficult to solve analytically, i t can be
easily solved using numerical integration methods.

The integrated

intensity buckets are found numerically and the "Nil bucket phase
algorithm is then used to solve for the phase.
A computer program that computes the phase error for different
values of the quadratic error coefficient "A" has been written.

This

routine uses Simpson integration to solve for the integrated bucket
values.

Figure 25 shows the form of the error as a function of input

phase.

The error is approximately sinusoidal with a period that is half

the period of the input phase and has an offset bias from zero.

Since

we are not concerned with the constant piston error that results from
the bias, we measure the peak to peak and rms errors after the DC bias
is subtracted.

Results for both the three and four bucket algorithms

are given in Tables 6-8.

For a given error term, the best results are

obtained for the three bucket algorithm.
For the measurement scheme using the first 3 buckets in the 4
bucket algorithm, we can pick a digitization depth and then determine the
maximum allowable quadratic phase error so that digitization error
remains the limiting error fac tor.
Random Phase Noise.

Although it is possible to reduce the

amount of random noise that appears in the signal seen by the detector,
it is often not possible to completely reduce such noise to zero.

We
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PHASE ERROR DUE TO QUADRATIC PHASE SHIFT ERROR I.
CALIBRATION ERROR USING INTEGRATING BUCKET ALGORITHM
Quadratic Error = .858(wv/se~)J Calibration Error =
Y Axis MaxiMWI = 3.946961E-83 (waves)

8~

1.8

3

8.8

1

-1.8 +---~---~----r----+~~---~---~------r----+-~2
1.8
8.5
Optical Path Difference (waves)

Fig. 25.

Quadratic phase error as a function of input phase.
The
1)
2)
3)

phase error is shown as an offset from the DC bias term.
4 measurements out of 4 bucket algorithm.
3 measurements out of 4 bucket algorithm.
3 bucket algorithm.
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Table 6.

Quadratic phase shift error using 3 integrated
bucket algorithm. Search increment equals four
degrees. Inverse errors are shown.

p-p error
RMS error
Error Coeff.
Bias
(l/waves)
(l/waves)
(waves/sec**2) (l/waves)
======================================================
0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125
0.1250
0.1375
0.1500
0.1625
0.1750
0.1875
0.2000
0.2125
0.2250
0.2375
0.2500

-237.5
-118.9
-79.2
-59.4
-47.5
-39.6
-34.0
-29.7
-26.4
-23.8
-21.6
-19.8
-18.3
-17.0
-15.8
-14.8
-14.0
-13.2
-12.5
-11.9

1561. 4
780.3
519.6
389.4
310.8
258.7
221.0
193.1
170.9
153.5
138.8
126.9
116.5
107.9
100.0
93.4
87.2
82.1
77 .1
72.9

4411.6
2204.7
1468.5
1099.9
878.5
730.7
624.8
545.3
483.2
433.4
392.6
358.4
329.4
304.4
282.7
263.7
246.8
231. 7
218.1
205.9
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Table 7.

Quadratic phase shift error using 3 measurements
of the 4 bucket algorithm. Search increment equals
four degrees. Inve~se errors are shown.

Bias
Error Coeff.
(waves/sec**2) (l/waves)

p-p error
(l/waves)

RMS error
(l/waves)

======================================================

0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125
0.1250·
0.1375
0.1500
0.1625
0.1750
0.1875
0.2000
0.2125
0.2250
0.2375
0.2500

-210.6
-105.3
-70.1
-52.6
-42.0
-35.0
-30.0
-26.2
-23.3
-21.0
-19.0
-17.4
-16.1
-14.9
-13.9
-13.0
-12.3
-11.6
-11.0
-10.4

514.8
255.9
169.4
126.3
100.4
83.0
70.8
61.4
54.2
48.5
43.8
39.8
36.5
33.7
31.1
29.0
27.1
25.4
23.8
22.5

1455.2
723.0
478.9
356.9
283.6
234.8
199.9
173.7
153.3
137.0
123.7
112.6
103.2
95.1
88.1
82.0
76.6
71.7
67.4
63.6
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Table 8.

Quadratic phase shift error using 4 measurements
of the 4 bucket algorithm. Search increment equals
four degrees. Inverse errors are shown.

Error Coeff.
Bias
(waves/sec**2) (l/waves)

p-p error
(l/waves)

RMS error
(l/waves)

======================================================

0.0125
0.0250
0.0375
0.0500
0.0625
0.0750
0.0875
0.1000
0.1125
0.1250
0.1375
0.1500
0.1625
0.1750
0.1875
0.2000
0.2125
0.2250
0.2375
0.2500

-264.3
-132.4
-88.4
-66.3
-53.1
-44.3
-38.0
-33.3
-29.6
-26.7
-24.3
-22.3
-20.6
-19.1
-17.8
-16.7
-15.7
-14.9
-14.1
-13.4

618.1
309.0
205.9
154.1
123.1
102.5
87.8
76.6
67.8
60.9
55.2
50.4
46.3
42.8
39.8
37.1
34.7
32.6
30.7
29.0

1746.4
873.0
581. 7
435.9
348.3
289.7
247.9
216.4
191.8
172.1
155.9
142.4
130.9
121.0
112.4
104.9
98.1
92.1
86.8
81.9
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will first look briefly at some sources of random noise and then see how
we can reduce the effects of random noise on measurement accuracy.
Random noise is caused either by noise that is added to the
phase difference between the reference and test beams or by electrical
(or optical) noise added directly to the intensity signal at the output.
It can come from a number of different sources.

Earlier in this chapter,

we looked at the isolation characteristics of the support table in order
to minimize the effects of vibration on the interferometer system.

As

we have mentioned, we may be able to isolate the interferometer from
high frequency mechanical noise fairly well but we can not eliminate it
completely.

This is particularly true at low frequencies.

We must also consider the effects of air currents between the
interferometer and the piece under test.

These currents stir masses of

air at different temperatures with different r~fractive indicies.

Conse-

quently, the signal wavefront is mixed with a random phase error due to
turbulence in the airpath.

Obviously, this problem can be reduced by

isolating the airpath from outside disturbances such as air vents and
hea t sources.

Howe'!er, it is extremely difficul t, short of operating in a

vacuum, to completely eliminate this problem.
Another source of noise comes from random electrical noise originating in the detector elements or being
before it is digitized.
of sources.

m~ed

with the intensity signal

Electrical noise can originate from any number

The computer system is a particularly likely source since a

great deal of noise is generated by switching TTL circuits.

Noise at the
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fundamental line frequency (60 HZ) and its harmonics can be particularly
troublesome if ground loops are not avoided in the control electronics.
There are ways that we can reduce the effects of random noise
on the accuracy of the phase measurement.

Although the discussion here

is valid for the phase stepping technique that was discussed earlier, we
will look at the effects of random noise on the integrating bucket
algorithm.

We can write the intensity seen by the detector in the

presence of noise as:
I(x,y) = 1 0 (1

+ ycos(l.Ilt + cp(x,y) + n( t»

3.63

where: n( t) = noise term
If we first assume that the frequency of the noise is much smaller than

the frequency of our measurement,the noise term can be approximated as:
n(t) = n 2 t 2

+ n1t + no

3.64

Our assumption of low frequency implies that: n 2 t 2 « n 1t
Therefore the noise term looks like a small quadratic phase error plus a
calibration error.

This represents a small error that is added to the

actual phase of the wavefront.
We must realize that the phase measured by the interferometer is
not the phase we would like to measure.

In the case of atmospheric tur-

bulence, the phase we measure is determined by the sum of the wavefront
of the test optics plus the random error introduced by turbulence.

If

we are able to measure the phase much faster than the rate of change of
the turbulence, we can take a number of "snap shots" of the wavefront
and time average out the turbulence term.

We call this approach "phase
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averaging" because we are able to make reasonably accurate measurements
of the phase as a function of time which we then time average to get the
signal.
In the case where the frequency of the noise term is much higher

than the frequency of the measurement, we must take a different
approach.

The signal for each of the measurements required to calculate

the phase is given by an integra ted in tensi ty.

Since the noise is

assumed to be uniformly distributed, the integration process has the
property of frequency filtering the signal.

If the frequency of the

noise is sufficiently high with respect to the integration period, its
effect on the measurement is negligible.

We can estimate the desired

ratio of noise to measurement frequency needed to make a good measurement by writing the value 'of the integrated bucket as a convolution.

We

do this assuming 4 integrated buckets.
3.65

Transforming into frequency space, we have:
3.66
If we want the noise to be filtered to a value significantly less than

the signal value, we can (arbitrarily) pick the minimum allowable noise
frequency to be greater than the fourth zero of the sinc function.
T

'4

\/n

~ 4

\/ n _>.!i
T

3.67
3.68
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Therefore: '
\I

~ > 16
\1 m

3.69

-

In the case where we make the measurement much slower than the

noise fluctuations, we are time averaging the signals.

We call this an

"in tensi ty averaged" measurement.
We can get a good idea of the measurement error as a 'function of
noise frequency by computer modeling the process.

A program has been

written that adds a sinusoidal phase error to the phase shift introduced
during the measurement.

The maximum error at each frequency is searched

and plotted for the 3 out of 4 bucket algorithm that we looked at
earlier.

The results are shown in Figure 26 for the case of a 1/10 A

amplitude noise term.

We can see the two regions of desired operation.

For phase averaging to significantly reduce the effects of the noise, it
looks like the ratio of noise frequency to measurement frequency should
be less than about 1/10 to about 1/30. Intensity averaging requires a
noise to measurement frequency ratio of anywhere from about 10/1 to

30/1.

This agrees well w1th our previous estimate.

Obviously if the

frequency of the noise falls near the measurement frequency, the errors
are maximized.

The interferometer should be designed with this in mind.

Interferometer Design
In this sec tion, we discuss the design of the interferome ter
including the measurement scheme, the detector array, the calibration
system, and the overall layout of the system.
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Phase E"o, US Frequency
3/4 integ,ated Bucket AIgo,ithi

Phase Moise Amplitude = .1 (waves)

1.8

8.5

8.8
-2.8

-1.8
B.8
1.8
Log(Hoise pe,iod/phase shift pe,iod)
Y Axis MaxiMWI = .1472725

Fig. 26.

2.8

Random noise vs frequency.

The phase shift period is the time required to introduce an OPD
of one wave between the reference and signal beams. The sinusiodal noise added to the signal has a phase of zero. This
causes the dips and zeros in the plot. The dips will be eliminated and an error envelope will be generated if all possible
phase values for the noise are searched. The small increase in
the error for values near -2 (along the ordinate) is caused by
a numerical integration error and does not indicate increased
errors in this region.
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Design Approach.

In this section we discuss the choice

of the phase calculation algorithm, and the optical configuration of the
in terferome ter.
Although both the phase shifting and the phase stepping measurement techniques discussed earlier have similar phase algorithms and
noise limitations (Koliopoulos 1981), the f~ite settling time of the PZT
translator makes the integrating bucket method somewhat more desirable.
In order to minimize the effects of vibration and air turbulence, it is

desirable to take the intensity data as fast as possible.

In the phase

stepping method, the position of the PZT must be stepped before data is
taken.

Since the PZT must stop moving, it is necessary to wait for the

PZT to settle after each step.

By ramping the voltage to the PZT, data

can be taken nearly continuously.
In order to maximize both the speed of data acquisition and the
speed of phase calculation, the four bucket algorithm using the first
three buckets is used.

This approach is speed efficient in that it takes

the necessary data in 3/4 the time needed by the four bucket method and
uses a phase calculation formula that is no more complicated.

Another

important advantage is that since less data is genera ted, less memory is
needed to s tore the da tao
In order to measure the phase at any given position, we ramp the
phase of the reference wavefront and integrate the intensity three times
for quarter period intervals.
(3.36).

The phase is then computed using equation

Since this computation requires only two subtractions, a division,
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and an arctangent, the large number of these calculations required for a
large two dimensional array can be performed on a computer in a short
amount of time.
The Twyman Green laser unequal path interferometer (LUPI)
optical configuration is easily adaptable to a heterodyne phase measurement scheme and is the configuration that was chosen for this design.
The reference mirror is mounted on the PZT translator which is mounted
in a tip-tilt cell.

The detector array is then mounted at the image of

the exit pupil of the system being tested.
De tec tor Considera tions.

The choice of the detector array used

to make the intensity measurements is determined by three important
factors; spatial resolution, measurement speed, and sensitivity.

The

required spatial resolution of the array is determined by the amount of
aberration we want to measure.

At any given detector position, the phase

of the wavefront can be computed between the values of zero and 2v.

In

order to remove the 2v ambiguity from the measured phase data, we must
use an algorithm that scans through the data looking for 2v phase steps.
When a step is encountered, the algorithm computes the slope of the
wavefront before the step and then adds or subtracts 2v from the points
on the other side of the step--depending on whether the slope of the
da ta is increasing or decreasing (see Figure 27).

Since at least two

points are required to measure the slope of the wavefront in any given
region, the maximum change in phase between those two points must be
less than 2v.
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Fig. 27.

One dimensional model of "raw" phase data and integrated phase
data.
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M < 2'11'

3.69

Ax - d

where:
d = detector spacing in the Ax direction
Of course, this is simply the result of the Shannon sampling theorem
which states that a bandwidth limited function can be perfectly reconstructed from sampled data so long as:
3.70

whE:re:
fs=sampling frequency
fb=bandwidth of function
As we have stated, this limitation sets the maximum amount of tilt that
can be measured between two adjacent detector elements.
It is important to note that we are looking at the best case
situation and that there is another consideration that can make this
limit difficult to achieve.

Since the individual elements in the detector

array have a finite size, overlapping fringes falling on the detector
area will decrease the signal contrast.
for a rectangular detector element.

Figure 28 shows the situation

Since the detector integrates the

incident intensity, we can write:
S(x)

Xo Yo
11 rect [ (7)(1)

J

rect[(~)(t)J **

3.71

I(x,y)

3.72
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Fig. 28.

Sinusoidal fringes on a rectangular detector element.
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where:
a,b = detector dimensions in the Xo and Yo directions
xo,Yo = fixed coordinates
x

= shift

coordinate

= frequency

fa

of intensity pattern

Performing the convolution, we have:

The contrast of the signal is given by the term "ysinc(af o)".

If the

array is made so that it is completely filled with detectors (i.e. no
space between detector elements), the separation between elements is the
same as the width of each element.

At the sampling limit, we find:

1
a = fa

However, the contrast term goes to zero when af g

3.74

=1

so that we are

unable to make any measurements for this situation.
In real detector arrays,
elements.

there is some space between the

However, as we approach the sampling limit, the contrast

falls off and

the accuracy of the phase measurement is seriously

degraded.
If we ignore the finite size of the detector elements, we can
calculate the maximum number of detector points across a pupil for
different types of aberration.
The s lope as a func tion of position is given by the magnitude of the
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gradient wavefront:

Iv W(x,y) I = -#(aW/ax)2 + (aw/ay)2

3.75

In order to meet the sampling limit, the tilt is limited so that:

Iv W(X,y) I < A/2(detector

spacing)

3.76

We can now look at how this restriction affects the maximum aberration
for tilt, defocus, and spherical aberration.
1)

Til terror:
W(x,y) = Ax

+ By

3.77

where:
A=Tilt per radius in the x direction
B=Tilt per radius in the y direction
If we look at tilt only in the y direction:
W(x,y) = By
If there are N detectors across the pupil radius, we find:
B

2)

<

NA

T

3.78

Focus error:
3.79

For the y direc tion we find:
3.80
3)

Spherical aberration:
W(x,y)

3.81
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For the y direction:
Walta

<

NA
'8

3.82

Although this calculation can be done for all possible aberration terms, these three terms are the most important for test!ng onaxis, low order aspheric surfaces.

The tilt and focus terms represent

alignment induced aberrations that we would like to be able to remove
after the data is taken. The spherical aberration term is impoX'tant
because we would like to be able to test a parabola at the radius of
curva ture wi thou t using an optical null co:rec tor.

Ins tead, we would

like to be able to de "nonconjugate null testing" by testing the surface
at or near the paraxial radius of curvature and then subtracting the
"set up" induced aberration from the data.

In general, we would like to

test any type of high order aspheric surface such as a Schmidt corrector
plate in this manner.

However, a parabola is a fairly simple aspheric to

begin with.
We can see tha t in order to tes t a large amount of aberra tion,
we need a large number of detector points.

This requirement increases

very rapidly as we look at higher order aberrations.

If we want to test

high order aberrations, we must use a large detector array.
There is however, another factor that limits the size of the
detector array.

Since we can average out the effects of thermal and

mechanical noise by time averaging the phase data, we can minimize their
effects by taking data as fast as possible.

However, as we increase the

size of the detector array we also increase the amount of time needed to
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take the data.

So there is a trade off between the amount of aberration

we can measure and the measurement speed (or SIN of the the measurement) •
. If we take twice the number of detector points per wave than is
require~
measur~

by the sampling limit and pick a 100 x 100 array, we can
up to 25 waves of tilt across the pupil.

We can also measure

12.5 waves of defocus or 6.25 waves of pure third order spherical aberration.

If we balance

third order spherical with defocus so that

WQ2o=-1.5W ou , we can measure up to 25 waves of spherical aberration.
Although these are not extremely large amounts of aberration, they are
reasonable for the system we are building.
Although, these detector arrays can be read at rates up to 10
MHz, other factors such as the type of AID converter used and DMA speed
usually limit the speed to about 1 MHz (of course, higher speed = $$).
If we can read the 10,000 elements in the array at a rate between 1 and
2 MHz, all of the data (three frames) can be taken in 1/60 to 1/30
seconds.

These are reasonable data rates for freezing atmospheric tur-

bulence.
A 100 x 100 Reticon photodiode array was selected for the
detec tor array.

Since photodiode arrays lack the semitransparent

surface electrode required in CCD arrays, there is no problem with interference effects and the full sensitivity of the array can be obtained.
Photodiode arrays also suffer less severe effects from blooming than
comparable CCD devices.

Blooming is the result of excess charge being
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generated by over exposure.

The excess charge accumulates on the video

lines common to each column so that charge generated by an element
(over) exposed to light can "leak" to an element that is not exposed to
light. "The result is a vertical image smear when a group of diodes are
exposed to an intense source.

The dynamic range of the array is better

than 100:1.
Source Considerations.

The laser source must have enough power

to drive the detector array at the desired speed and it must have the
proper coherence characteristics for the test set up.

The minimum power

requirements are easy to calculate if we assume that we are testing
uncoated optics and we set a minimum data rate for the detector to be
lMHz.

Figure 29 shows the set up and the reflectivity and transmission

assumed for each component.

We start by computing the power in the

signal and reference beams by starting with a laser of power Po.
1)

Signal beam power:
3.83

where:
Tpol=polarizer transmission

=.5

Tbe =beam expander transmission = .75
Tbs =beamsplitter transmission = .5
Rmirror
2)

= mirror

reflectivity

= .04

Reference beam power:
R

s

3.84
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T=.75

Po

T=.5/
(polarizer)
DETECTOR

Fig. 29.

Schematic diagram of the test set up showing the assumed ref1ec tivi ty and transmission of each element.
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The power in one bright fringe is given by:
P
3)

= 2(S+R) = P o(7.5

X 10- 3 )

3.85

Detector characteristics:
Saturation exposure

= .2

X 10- 6 j/cm 2

Detector size = .6cm x .6cm

(100 x 100 elements)

= .3cm

= A = .283cm 2

Image size

radius ••• Area

Exposure time/element
E

= t = (1

It = Pt =

X 1O- 6 sec)(lOIt)

= 10- 2

sec

(7.5 X 1O- 3 )(P o}t

T

3.86

A

Solving for Po:
3.87

Po = .754 mW

This is an easy requirement to meet since small HeNe lasers can be
purchase with powers from .5mW to 7mW.
Since this is to be an unequal path interferometer, we must use
either a single frequency laser source, or make provisions in the interferometer to be able to adjust the length of the reference arm to match
the coherence of the reference beam with the signal beam.

In order to

reduce the number of adjustments in the interferometer, it was decided
to use a single frequency source and a fixed reference mirror.

This can

be easily done by using a low power, unpolarized laser with a t most 2
longi tudina 1 modes.

Since the two modes are always orthogonally

polarized, a polarizer can be used to select a single frequency
component from the output.

Given a gain bandwidth for HeNe of 1.5GHz,

this sets the maximum cavity length for the laser.
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1.5 X 10 9 Hz

3.88

3

L
therefore:

c
2f max

3.89

Lmax = 30cm

3.90

A 2 milliwatt unpolarized laser from Hughes Advanced Products
Division is used in the interferometer.

A polarizer is used to select

one of the two longitudinal modes.
The primary function of the calibration

Calibration System.

system is to determine the sensitivity of the PZT translator so that the
signal can be integrated over the correct period of time.

In principle,

the sensitivity is found by plotting the phase shift produced by the PZT
as a function of input voltage.

We then assume that the phase shift is

linear and divide the voltage needed to produce a 2v phase shift into 2v
to ge t the sensi tivi ty •
Since the PZT motion may not be a linear function of input
voltage, i t is desirable to be able to plot a large number of points
from zero to more than 2v.

While this can be done with the detector

array, it may take too long for a large number of points.

In order to

plot 200 points with a 100 x 100 array operating at lMHz, it would take
2 seconds to take all of the data.

This is far slower than the PZT is

ramped when it is being used and is slow enough that mechanical
vibration could ruin the measurement.
A better way to take the calibration data is to use a single
detector instead of the whole 10,000 element array.

Although it is
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possible to have the detector somehow looking at the output of the interferometer, it is more desirable to instead build a small interferometer with a single detector to monitor the position of the reference
mirror.
eter.

Figure 30 shows the arrangement that is used in the interferomPart of the unexpanded laser beam is picked off of the main beam

and is sent into the calibration interferometer.

A beam splitter sends

the beam to corner cubes used to retro-ref1ect the reference and signal
beams so that the interferometer is tilt insensitive.

Since the output

is then a single fringe, a single detector can be used to detect the
signal.

This arrangement allows the PZT to be calibrated at the same

speed it will used and insures that the signal to noise ratio of the calibration signal will be high.

This arrangement also allows enough data

to be collected so that it is possible to correct for nonlinear PZT
motion in the computer;·"'! The technique used to calibrate the PZT and
correct nonlinear errors will be discussed in chapter 4.
Mechanical Layout.
can be seen in Figure 31.

The mechanical layout of the interferometer
In order to keep out dust and room light, the

entire interferometer is enclosed.
to vital components.

Tight fitting covers provide access

The design is arranged so that heat sources are

kept away from the optical components and beam paths.
is the major heat generator, it is mounted on top.

Since the laser

All necessary focus

and tilt controls are accessible from the outside of the box.
shows a photograph of the interferometer system.

Figure 32
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Detector
BeamSplitter

PZT
Reference Beam

Fig. 30.

Calibration interferometer layout.
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The laser source is mounted on top of the interferometer and
is not shown.
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Fig. 32.

Photograph showing the heterodyne interferometer.
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Electronics Layout and Design
In this section, we briefly outline the electronic systems that
operate the stage and interferometer.
Computer System
A Z80 based computer system with an S-lOO bus is used for
machine control.

This system was chosen because of its availability and

because it is a fairly easy system to work with.

Figure 33 shows a

schematic diagram of the computer system layout.

The CPU is an 8 bit,

INTEL Z80 working at 1.7 MHz.

Although the CPU can directly address only

64k in memory, another 32k static ram board is addressed by cheating a
bit (no pun intended) giving a total of 96k of usable memory.

Two 8 inch

floppy disk drives provide permanent data storage.
A custom built display board is used to drive a standard black
and white TV monitor.

The display board can be used in three modes.

The

high resolution, bit mapped graphics mode has a resolution of 512 X 512 X
1 points across the screen.

The gray scale mode has a resolution of 128

X 128 X 4 to give 16 levels of gray scale display.

In addition, the

board can display 64 columns by 23 lines of alphanumeric characters.
The photograph in Figure 34 show the computer controller.
Because of the small amount of memory in the controller
computer and because of its limited speed, routines have been written to
send and receive data between the Z80's serial port and another
computer.

This makes the system much more flexible since the Z80

system can be used as a controller and another, perhaps more powerful,
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Schematic diagram of the Z80 computer control hardware.
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Fig. 34.

Photograph of the Z80 computer controller.
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computer can be used to process data.

This turns out to be particularly

useful for the method used to control the stage motors.
Because all of the routines have been written in FORTH, a 9511
arithmetic processing unit (APU) is used to provide high speed, hardware
floating point logic.

Other special purpose boards have been built to

control the operation of the interferometer and stage.
5 tage Con tro 1
The Z80 computer system is used purely as a controller far
running the stage motors.

The Z80 system reads a coordinate list that

gives the x and y coordinates of the next position and a number that
determines the speed of the stage for that linear motion.

The required

number of steps for each motor is computed and sent at the correct rate
to a power supply box that actually drives the motors.

A look up table

is used to determine the waveform actually being sent to each motor
pole.

The power applied to each motor pole is controlled by the stepper

motor driver board mounted in the 5-100 bus.

The CPU sends one of 16

possible numbers for each of the three motor poles to latches on the
controller board.

These numbers determine the duty cycle of a phase

waveform modulator that is used to drive the motors through the main
power supply.

By modulating the duty cycle of the power going to each

phase, the power going to each phase is easily controlled.

As mentioned

earlier, this smooths the operation of the motors and provides for fine
position addressing.
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Interferometer Control
The interferometer is controlled through a two special purpose
circuit boards.

The frame grabber board takes data from the Reticon

detector array. The intensity data is digitized to l part in 64 with a
TRW 6 bit flash video AID converter.

Since this device can work at data

rates up to 6 MHz, there are no problems operating it at IMHz.

Since

the digitized data from the AID is generated faster than the CPU can put
it into memory, it is shipped directly into memory with a DMA (Direct
Memory Access) board.

In this system, speed of the memory in the

computer is the factor that limits the measurement speed.

Although data

has been taken at rates up to 2 MHz, the most reliable operation occurs
at rates equal to or less than IMHz.
Since the operation of the CPU is suspended while data is DMA'ed
into memory, a special controller circuit controls the PZT ramp.

The

ramp data is loaded into a 12k buffer on the PZT board and the CPU
starts the ramp controller and then the DMA controller.

The ramp con-

troller outputs a small voltage (0-5V) to a high voltage op amp which
generates the high voltage (0-1000 V) needed to drive the PZT.

The PZT

circuitry is physically mounted on the same board as the frame grabber.
In order to calibrate the motion of the PZT a special circuit is
used to read the ou tpu t of the ea libra tion de tee tor.

This eire ui t

consists of a 10kHz AID converter so that data can be read by the CPU
into memory.

This circuit is mounted on the same board as the 9511

arithmetic processing unit (APU) and stepper motor controller circuitry.
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The operation of the interferometer is described in the next
chapter.

CHAPTER 4
MACHINE CONTROL
The control of the machine can be divided into two broad categories-~direct

hardware control and feedback control.

The software that

controls the hardware reads data from the interferometer and controls
the motors on the polishing stage.

The feedback control software

converts the data from the interferometer into a run path that will best
minimize the surface errors.

Figure 35 shows a diagram of the routines

tha t are used to acquire da ta, analyze data, and run the machine.
The software that runs the
language and assembly language.

zao

computer is written in the FORTH

FORTH is a particularly well suited

language for hardware control since it provides access to low level
machine functions and runs much faster than other high level languages
such as BASIC.

It is also easy to interface FORTH with assembly language

routines if even more efficient, high speed code is needed.

Finally,

since FORTH is a threaded interpreter, new code does not have to be
compiled each time a change is made.

~€

The primary disadvantage of FORTH

is that because of the use of reverse polish notation and a stack to
store intermediate results, code written in FORTH can be very difficult
to read.
An IBM personal computer (which we will call a PC) has been used
to develop the software that analyzes the interferometer data and
143
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Z80 Coaputer Controller

OBTAIN AVERAGE PHASE DATA
0)
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

i=l, N=Number of Frames
Read Intensity Data
Compute Phase
Integrate Phase
Sum Data into Accumulator
i=i+1
Go To (1) if i<N
Average Result
Subtract Aberration
Send Data To IBM

IBK Personal Coaputer

COMPUTE RUN MAP
1)
2)
3)
4)

Read Phase Data from Z80
Compute Dwell Function
Compute Run Map
Transmit Data to Z80

Z80 Computer Controller

RUN STAGE
1)
2)

Fig. 35.

Read Run List from IBM
Run Stage

Diagram of primary software routines.
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generates the run map.

The PC is equipped with a serial port, two

parallel ports, 320 kilobytes of RAM, 2 disk drives, a Hercules graphics
display board, and an Okidata 94 printer with pin addressable graphics.
A number of special and general purpose routines have been written to
display and analyze phase data from the interferometer.
is used for this software.
modify.

Compiled BASIC

The BASIC source code is easy to read and

It is also easy to use the built in BASIC interpreter to develop

sections of code which can then be compiled for high speed operation.
The Microsoft BASIC compiler generates object code which can approach
50 % of the speed of efficient machine language code (PC magazine).
We will first briefly discuss the software that controls the
machine hardware, and then look in more detail at the feedback control
software.

Direct Hardware Control
Hardware control includes calibration of the interferometer
system, detector array readout, data analysis and display, and stage
control.

Because of the complexity of much of the control software, we

will review the software that relates directly to the performance of
the machine.

Interferometer Control
The control of the interferometer covers PZT calibration, data
acquisition and display, and data analysis.
PZT Calibration.

In the previous chapter, we discussed the

effec ts of phase shifting errors on

the accuracy of

the phase
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calculations.

Since these errors can be large, it is important to

determine the sensitivity of the PZT and to correct for any nonlinearity
that may occur when the PZT is ramped.

The high speed, low noise, single

detector calibration system described in chapter 3 can be used to
calibrate the PZT motion and to remove any nonlinearities in the PZT.
A very simple and effective algorithm is used to analyze the
data from the calibration interferometero

When the computer system is

first started, a linear ramp of 500 points is loaded into the look up
table used by the PZT controller to drive the PZT through the high
vol tage op amp (as described in chapter 3).

The controller simply incre-

ments a pointer through this table and outputs the values stored there
to a D/ A converter.

Since the pointer is moved through memory at a

uniform rate, a scan through memory is equivalent to scanning through
time.

Therefore we can consider the PZT ramp driver to be a plot of

memory loca tion con ten ts as a func tion of memory address.

The goa 1 is

to first find the ramp value that gives a phase shift of 2v, and then to
correct for any nonlinearities in the PZT motion.

Finally, the speed of

the ramp must be adjusted to match the data rate of the detector array.
By starting with a linear ramp and reading the calibration
detector, we get a plot of intensity as a function of time.

In order to

remove small high frequency noise, the data is first smoothed by performing a running average of the data (the importance of smoothing will
be discussed shortly). If we start by assuming that the PZT phase shift
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is linear in time, we then have a signal that is given by:
So(m)

=

I oR(l

+

ycos« !!)m

+ ~o)

4.1

where:
R = Responsivity of the detector
Io= Intensity of beam incident on detector
y = Signal contrast
m = Memory location (equivalent to time)
~~=

Constant phase

The data is then normalized to values between zero and two.

The result

is given by:

4.2
We then subtract one and take the arccosine:

4.3

4.4
We have solved for the sensitivity of the PZT by assuming a linear PZT
phase shift.

In general, the phase shift is not linear and should be

wri t ten as a func tion of memory location (time):
4.5
Since we want the phase shift to be linear as a function of
memory location (and time), we use the following algorithm to correct
for nonlinearities in the PZT motion.

We begin by taking data as we have

described and reducing it to the form shown in equation 4.5.

We make the

output f(m) linear by following the procedure shown in Figure 36.

We
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Fig. 36.

Calibration correction scheme.
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first find the data point where the phase has been shifted by 21T and set
the slope to be equal to the slope of a line constructed through the
beginning and end points.

We then proceed point by point through the

data checking to see if each value in the look up table falls on the
linear phase shift line.

If the point is not on the line, we look through

memory to find the value that gives the desired output.

When the

correct value is found it is placed at the correct memory location.

In

order to ensure that the correct value exists, the phase shift must
increase with memory location and the amount of nonlinearity should be
relatively small.

Both of these conditions are easily satisfied for this

algorithm and for all (known) commercially available PZT translators.
This algorithm will correct for any type of small nonlinearity
in the PZT motion.

In addition, since the slope of the phase as a

function of memory location is fixed at the beginning of the correction
process, the sensitivity of the PZT is known.

The algorithm is set up so

that data is not taken until after the PZT is moving at constant rate.
This algorithm can be applied recursively to obtain successively
higher degrees of correction.

Tests with the interferometer have shown

that the algorithm will converge to a solution with a nonlinearity of
less than one percent in one or two iterations.
Noise Considera tions.

Although this algorithm provides an

effective means of correcting and calibrating the PZT translator, it is
particularly sensitive to noise on the measured signal.

This is easy to
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see if we look at how the slope of the algorithm output changes with
signal input:

4.:6

4.7
4.8

Since Sl(t)

= Sl(m)

is normalized from 0 to 2, the slope of the output is

very sensitive to the slope of the input at the the extreme values.

In

the absence of noise, the slope of the signal goes to zero causing the
slope of the output to also go to zero.

However, even small amounts of

noise can cause the slope of the output.tobecome very large at these
positions.

Therefore, it is important to produce a calibration signal

with a very high signal to noise ratio.

This is done by using the cali-

bration system described in chapter 3.

A single, low noise detector is

used with 4% of the direct laser beam so that the detector is operated
well above its noise threshold.

In addition, the signal from the

detector is smoothed to reduce slope errors caused by any residual
noise.
The accuracy of the algorithm also depends on the digitiza tion
depth of the calibration signal.
extreme data excursions.

Again, this is particularly true at the

The reason is easy to understand.

If the

signal is being digitized to a small depth, the digitized signal will
remain constant as

the slope of the signal becomes small.

In the

absence of other noise sources, the slope of the calculated phase will
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also go to zero.
a large depth.

This problem can be reduced by digitizing the signal to
A 12 bit AID is used to digitize the signal to one part

in 4096 ( = 2 12 ).
In spite of these problems with noise, this simple calibration
system works quite well.
ibration run.

Figure 37 shows the results for a typical cal-

The digitized intensity signal from

detector is displayed below the calculated phase

the calibration

shif~

After one cali-

bration cycle, the corrected phase shift is displayed to show that the
nonlinearity has been considerably reduced from the starting value.
When the calibration cycle is completed, the values contained in
the look up table are linearly interpolated and "stretched" to correctly
match the speed at which data is taken from the detector array.
Data Acquisition and Display.

A number of different routines

provide for data acquisition, manipulation; and display.

The basic

disDlay routine causes the frame grabber to grab a frame from the array
and to continuously display the digitized intensity data on a monitor.
The data can be displayed every half second with 16 levels of gray
scale.
Another routine captures
display "raw" phase data.

the data required to compute and

Three frames of integrated intensity are

grabbed and stored while the phase of the reference beam is ramped.
Equation 3.36 is used to calculate the phase from the three intensity
measurements.

In order to make the routine run as fast as possible, a

look up table of 500 points is used to find the value of the arctangent
between 0 and

~/2.

The sign of the numerator and denominator determines
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Fig. 37.

Results of a calibration cycle showing the output of the calibra tion de tec tor.
1)

2)
3)

Measured phase shift as a function of time. A straight
line is overlayed on top of the data.
The maximum
departure from the linear response is about 1/20 wave.
Corrected phase shift plotted on top of desired linear
response.
Intensity measured by calibration detector using corrected
ramp.
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the correct quadrant so the phase can be computed between the values of

o

and 21T.

At this point, the phase is stored as an array of 10,000

bytes--each byte containing the 8 bits of phase data.

Since the phase

data has 21T phase discontinuities due to the arctangent routine, we refer
to the data at this point as "raw" phase data.
In addition to calculating the phase over the field of view, it
is necessary to construct a map of valid data points.

If a point in the

field falls outside the pupil, the contrast of the signal will ideally be
zero.
value.

In reality, stray light may increase the contrast to some small
Therefore, valid pupil points are found by assuming that both the

numerator and denominator in equation 3.36 will be larger than some
arbitrary small number.

If at any location this condition is not met,

the value of the pupil map is set to zero.
one.

Valid pupil points are set to

For each phase map, a pupil map of 10,000 elements is stored.

About 2 seconds are required to acquire data, to calculate the phase and
pupil maps, and to display the data.

Figure 38 shows an example of a

raw phase map.
Phase In tegra tion.

In order to find the integer part of the

phase, it is necessary to integrate the phase map into a smooth surface
by removing the 21T phase steps introduced by the arctangent routine.
Conceptually, this is done by looking for 2'IT discontinuities between
adjacent data points and by adding or subtracting 21T to the high byte of
the phase depending on the slope of the data on either side of the discontinuity.

The slope is checked so that the slope of the integrated

surface is smooth and does not contain discontinuities.

Figure 27 shows
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a.

b.

Fig. 38.

Phase data from the interferometer
a.
b.

Raw phase map
Integrated wavefront
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a schema tic diagram of how this looks in one dim1!nsion.

Figure 39 shows

a slice through a frame of raw phase data.
Because the data must be integrated over two dimensions, the
problem can become much more complicated.

For an ideal data set with

smooth edges and no holes in the data, the problem is reduced to simply
integrating the data first by row and then by column.

However, real

da ta may have ragged edges and there may be data missing from the
central region due to an obscured aperture or poor contrast.

These

problems can cause the routine to lose track of the regions that have
been previously integrated.
In order to preserve the y-axis integration over the x-axis integration, the two orthogonal integration passes can not be independent.
The data is first integrated by row (along the x-axis).

Invalid data

points are skipped and the wave counter is reset on the other side of
the bad point. In this way, all points are row-wise integrated (although
a phase step may occur when the routine jumps over a data hole).

As the

integration is performed, a work map is maintained showing which points
have been integrated (contiguous points outside of

the data hole

"shadows").
During the second pass, the data is integrated by column in such
a way that every time a point is changed by 2'11', all previously integrated points in that row are changed by the same amount.

In this step,

i t is important that the integration routine start with data that has

been previously integra ted.
does no t

This is necessary to insure tha t the routine

artificially crea te phase steps in regions of correc tly
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Cross Section or Raw Phase Data Showing 2pi Phase Steps
Date: 12-21-1983
File: Mirror1h.DAT
Contour Map

Section Plot
Vertical Scale (waves/division): 8.1992
(Row): 48

Col: 49

UAL:

221

8

8

steps/wave : 2

MAX: .9968939

Fig. 39.

49

99

MIN: 8

One dimensional slice through e frame of raw phase data
sho,dng 21T phase steps.
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integrated data.

If, for example, the routine picks as a reference point

a point that is in the (row) "shadow" behind a data hole, the phase at
that point will not be correctly integrated with the other points in
that row.

The result will be that since the points in that region differ

by some integer number of 211', the integration routine will add or
subtract only 211' and will incorrectly try to integrate all subsequent
rows and columns.

This is c \!acastropnic result.

Figure 38 shows a frame of raw phase data and the correctly integrated phase data.

Data Analysis.

Phase data analysis available on the Z80 system

consists of frame averaging, frame addition, and aberration subtraction.
The averaging routine will acquire and sum the required number of integrated data frames into a two byte accumulator.

The time average is

computed by pointwise dividing the contents of the accumulator by the
number of frames recorded.
It is often very useful to be able to subtract two frames of
data. This capability makes it easy to show the amount of material
removed after a polishing run.

The two frames to be subtracted are

stored in two frame banks and are subtracted point by point.

The result

is placed over one of the original frames in memory.
In order to subtract alignment induced aberration such as tilt

and defocus, the'integrated phase data can be fit by least squares to
the Zernike polynomials.

Up to 36 terms can be fit to a data set that

consists of every fourth point in the data array.

Aberration terms can

then be used to construct a wavefront that can be subtracted from the
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data set.

Womack (1980) gives a brief description of

th,~

minimum rms

wavefront fitting routine that is used in this routine (parts of the
FRINGE routine described by Womack were optimized and recoded in FORTH
to run on the Z80).

Figure 40 shows a frame of integrated data with

tilt and focus subtracted.
At any point during data analysis, the data contained in either
of the two frame banks can be stored on a floppy disk.

Each eight inch

disk has the capacity to store a total of 8 frames of data.
Stage Con tro 1
The Z80 is used to control the x-y stage through a stepper motor
controller board mounted on the 8-100 bus.

A number ranging from 0 to

15 is latched into a pulse width modulator on the stepper motor controller board.

The amount of power applied to the windings on each

motor is controlled by modulating the duty cycle of the driving current
by an amount determined by the size of the number input from the CPU
(duty cycle = N!16).

This technique gives analog control of the motor

windings without the use of a D/A converter and increases the angular
resolution of each motor.

High speed operation is achieved by storing

the waveform sent to each winding in a lookup table.
The stage is driven in a straight line by a line drawing routine
(Bresenham's algorithm (Washam 1983».

The desired speed of the stage is

normalized to one and the x and y component speeds are calculated.

The

motors are then stepped at these component speeds multiplied by the
desired speed.
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Fig. 40.

Tilt and focus subtracted from a frame of integrated phase
data.
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The position of the stage is determined by a list of coordinates
stored in RAM.

The list can be generated by the Z80 system or can be

read from another computer over a

~erial

line.

The coordinates needed

to run the stage are a speed parameter and x and y destination coordinates.

The speed parameter is

given~in

time per unit length and can be

encoded to start or stop the stage. : The position coordinates are encoded
as absolute coordinates over the range of each axis.

Since the resolu-

tion of each step has been increased from the manufacturer's rating of
24 binary pulses per rev-olution to 96 pulses per revolutions, each pulse

moves the stage 1/960 inch.

A maximum of 5,000 numbers can be stored in

the run lis t.
Feedback Control Software
The feedback control software is used to compute a run path
from the phase data.

Integrated phase data is encoded as a 16 bit

integer and transmitted from the Z80 computer to an IBM Personal
Computer over a serial line at a maximum rate of 9600 baud (this rate is
usually slowed to about 1200 baud by the speed of the receiver routine
in the PC).

The phase data is then used to compute the dwell function

and a run map.

The run map consis ts of a lis t of coordina tes tha t

specify the path to be followed by the polishing head.

Each coordinate

in this lis t requires three numbers; two Carte sian coordina tes, and a
third number that determines the speed of the stage carriage.

The run

.map is then transmitted back to the Z80 computer through the serial
link.
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Figure 41 shows a schematic diagram of the routines that are
used to analyze and display data.
Initial Data Processing
Before the initial dwell estimate is generated from the surface
data, a vreprocessing routine is used to check for anomalous data points
in the integrated phase data.

Stray points outside the pupil and holes

inside the pupil where data is missing can cause normalization errors in
the routines used to compute the dwell function.

Valid data points can

occur outside the pupil when stray light from unwanted back reflections
inside the interferometer is not rejected by the contrast threshold
routine in the ZSO.

These points are removed from the data by simply

masking the data to always be zero outside the circular pupil.
Data holes inside the pupil can occur when the contrast routine
rejects data inside the pupil because of detector saturation, insufficient
light, or low signal contrast.

Singular data holes are filled by

linearly interpolating a phase value from surrounding data points.

Holes

larger than one pixel are ignored.
Anomalous data points caused by Fresnel diffraction at the edge
of the pupil can also produce normalization errors.

.

Large slope errors

that occur above an arbitrary threshold value at the edge of the pupil
are used to detect this problem.

The pupil is scanned both row-wise and

column-wise to search for large slope errors at the pupil edge.

Edge

points that cause a large slope are assigned the same value as the next
inner data point.
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Integrated
Phase Data

serial link

ASUB
normalize data
create 0(0)

NORMOAT

subtract tilt & focus

iterate to compute dwell

create R

GENLAP

POLISH

denormalize dwell

OCONST

POL1

POL2

predict figure
generate
spiral path

PFIG

Run Path

Fig. 41.

Feedback control software routines.
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Since it is occasionally desirable to subtract alignment induced
aberration once the data is in the IBM PC, a routine to subtract the best
fit tilted sphere from the data can be run to subtract tilt, focus, and
piston errors.
After anomalous data points are corrected, the preprocessing
routine generates a normalized surface data file that is used to predict
the new surface figure.

ThE: no:::wcz.lized surface figure is set to have a

minimum value of 0 and a maximum of 256.

The last record on the data

file contains the scaling constant used to normalize the data.

In this

way, the normalized data is known to 1 part in 256 of its total range
and can be reconstructed to its original values (not counting a DC
shift).

Calculation of the Dwell Function
The dwell function is computed using the Jansson-van Citt:ert
algorithm.

Because of the amount of data that must be processed through

this algorithm, a large amount of time may be needed to compute a good
estimate of the dwell function.

Therefore, the methods used to store

and manipulate data must be as efficient as possible.

It is also

important to compute the correct scaling factor for the dwell function
so that when the machine is run, the desired amount of material is
removed.
Da ta Storage and Norma liza tion.

In order to make the routine

run as fast as possible, integer values are used wherever possible.
da ta is stored as a 100 X 100 array of two byte scaled in tegers.

The
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Wavefront data is stored so that the high byte contains the integer
number of waves and the low byte contains the frac tiona 1 number of
waves.

Therefore, one wave is represented by the value of 256.

this scheme, a 16 bit integer can represent a maximum of 127
waves to a minimum of -127
wave.

255/ 256

With
255/ 256

waves with a resolution of 1/256

Points outside the pupil are assigned a value of -32768 (i.e. the

smallest possible number that can be represented by a 16 bit integer).
In addition to using this encoding scheme for wavefront data, this method

is also used to store removal and

d~ell

function data

(~~e

value of 256

is always used to represent unity--independent of the units).
With this approach, the amount of memory needed to store an
array is half of what is needed for an array of single precision numbers.
Because of the 64K limit to IBM PC BASIC it is necessary to fit all of
the data and code into one 64K segment of memory.

Since each integer

array requires 20K of memory, we can fit a maximum of three 100 X 100
arrays into memory at one time.

Of course this only leaves 4K of memory

for the com piled code.
Algorithm Implementation.

The dwell function is computed from

the normalized data using a slightly modified version of the Jansson-van
Cittert algorithm.

(0)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The method is as follows:

k=O, D'o= Kt.Z
t.z(k) = nk(D,ek) ** R)
D'(k+l) = D'(k) + r(k)(t.zo+t.z(k»
k + k + 1

go to step (1)

4.9
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where:
nk

= kth

normalization constant

The modification of the Jansson-van Cittert algorithm occurs
with the addition of the normalization constant in step (1).

This

constant is added so that the material removed (Azk) can be adjusted to
control the surface error and hence the dwell correction for each
iteration.

This is necessary because of the fact that the magnitude of

the material removed for each iteration (Azk) is determined by the shape
(and area) of the dwell and removal functions.

Since the dwell function

is sharpened with each iteration and is constrained to lie between two,
fixed limiting values, the magnitude of Azk must decrease as k increases.
Since we would like to add a correction term that is equal to the amount
of material removed, we must have some way of correcting the amount of
material removed to match the actual figure error.
The initial dwell estimate is calculated by first masking the
surface data to be zero in an annular region near the edge so that the
lap does not overhang the edge of the mirror.

Therefore, the diameter

of the nonzero dwell region is equal to the diameter of the mirror minus
the diameter of the removal function.

The masked surface data is then

normalized to be positive and to have values between 0 and 256.

If we

use a subscript "n" to represent the normalized data, we have:
4.10

Rn(i,j)

=

(256) Ro.[R(i,j)-Rminl

4.11
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where:
Zo

=

Ro

= Rmax

1

4.12

1
- Rmin

4.13

AZ omax , min = maximum, minimum value of the surface error function

Azo
Rmax , min

= maximum,

minimum value of the removal function

The normalized data is then used to compute the dwell using the
algorithm given in 4.9.

The value of the normalization constant n k is

computed for each iteration so that the material removed Azk has a
minimum value of -256.

This is the equivalent to the peak to peak nor-

malization method discussed in chapter 2.

Each dwell estimate will

contain values that range from 0 to 256.
Figure 42 shows the deconvolution of a conical removal function
with its inverse for different levels of correction.

This is the two

dimensional analog to the example shown in one dimension in chapter 2.
As we expect, the output becomes sharper as the level of correction is
increased.
At this point, the scaling factor needed to find the correct
dwell values to properly polish the surface can be computed.

We use

equation 2.37 for computing the kth figure error as a starting point
(suppressing the coordinates):
4.14
4.15
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Fig. 42.

The deconvolution of a cone with its inverse using four iterations of the Jansson-van Cittert algorithm.
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4.16
where:

D'kn
Do

= Normalized general dwell function for the kth polishing run.

= Unkno~n

normalizing factor needed to correctly scale the dwell

function.

Rn
Ro

Normalize removal function.

= Normalization

factor needed to scale the removal function--

this quantity is the measured removal rate of the removal function.
Since the scaling factor Co is unknown, we can combine the normalization
constant Co, the scaling factor Do, and the 256 normalization factor to
produce a general scaling factor C1 •
4.17
where:

~zku

= Material removed computed from normalized dwell and removal

functions.
We now solve for the value of ClRo that minimizes the rms surface error
using equation 2.47:

4.18
The rescaled dwell function is then given by:
4.19
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We can compute the correct dwell at each point by multiplying the normalized dwell at that point by C1 •
Computation Speed.

Because of the size of the data arrays, the

speed of the algorithm is a primary concern.

The problem is easy to

understand if we look at the number of operations needed to perform one
iteration of algorithm 4.9.

The single most time consuming operation in

this algorithm is the convolution required in step one.

If we let the

maximum array size for the removal function be 25 X 25 elements, we can
determine the number of operations needed to compute the convolution of
the dwell with the removal function.

We can write the two dimensional

discrete convolution as:
n

n

k=O

1=0

L L

C{i,j) =

R{l,k) D[i+{nz-l), j+{nz-k)]

4.20

where:
n

number of rows in the square removal function array
[ n-l]

n z = --2-

(n odd)
(n even)

i,j,k,l = array element indices
Since we will not allow the removal function to overhang the edge of
the surface, we will evaluate C{i,j) for the range:
4.21
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where:
N

= number

of rows in the square data array

= 100

For the square array we are discussing, this has the effect of multiplying the dwell function by rectangle function that goes to zero outside a
central area one removal function radius inside the surface function.

If

we use circular arrays, this is the same as multiplying the dwell by a
cylinder function which has a diameter of the surface minus the removal
function diameter.

For square arrays, the number of operations required

for the convolution is given in Table 9.

Since we are using circular

data sets, we can reduce the number of operations by the ratio of the
area of a unit circle to the area of a unit square.

For the array sizes

given in Table 9, we have:
Total number of operations

= 2(.785)2n 2(N-n)2 = 4.34

X 10 6

If each operation could be performed at the speed of an integer
add (about l6psec for the PC), the calculation would take only about 70
seconds.

However, along with the additions and multiplications necessary

for each operation, the arrays must be accessed, the proper

addr~sses

for each operation must be computed, and the location of each point must
be checked to see if it is inside the pupil.

As we shall see, it is also

necessary to accumulate the result in a floating point array.

The

result is that the time required for these operations plus the loop
overhead time increases the time for each operation to about 350 microseconds.

Consequently, the total time required for the convolution

increases to about 25 minutes.
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Table 9.

Number of operations required for a square, 2D
convolution.

Number of multiplications per dwell point
Number of additions per dwell point
Total number of dwell points •••••••••••••••
Total number of operations •••••••••••••••
Total number for n=2S, N=lOO

(N-n) 2

2n 2 (N-n) 2
7.03 X 10 6

We assume that the array containing the result (dimensions N by N) is larger than the removal function array
(dimensions n by n) and that the edge of the removal
function array never overhangs the edge of the result
array. This implies that the convolution is valid over
a square grid with dimensions (N-n) by (N-n).
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Since we must multiply each of the removal values with each of
the dwell values, we must use floating point calculations to prevent
overflow.

In addition, we must sum the results into a floating point

array to prevent the result from overflowing.

Since floating point cal-

culations are much slower than integer calculations, the calculation is
slowed considerably.

In addition, the use of a 100 X 100 element, single

precision, floating point array requires 40K bytes of memory.

Since this

large array is required only for this one step in the algorithm, the calculation of the dwell function is written as a series of three chained l
routines that pass only one integer array through a common statement.
Other data is passed through files written to a high speed disk
simulator in RAM.

All intermediate results are written to a physical

disk for operator review when the routine is finished.

When we add the

time required for these other steps, each correction cycle takes about
30 minutes.

Figure Error Prediction
Since the amount of material removed is recorded for each correction cycle, we can use this data to find the resulting figure error.
We first normalize the material removed to minimize the rms surface
errors and then add the normalized material removed to the normalize
surface figure genera ted by the preprocessing routine (this will be

lIn Microsoft BASIC, the chaining process allows programs to be
overlayed in memory so that large programs can be written in segments
that are loaded when they are needed.
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discussed in a fo llowing sec tion).

In fac t, since the the ma terial

removed is fit to the surface figure when the denormalization constant
for the dwell function is computed, equation 4.17 can be used to predict
surface figure.

The figure errors Ek and Ek+l in equation 4.17 can be

converted to surface figures by adding the desired surface figure zd to
each side of the equation.

This is what is actually done in the

software.

Calculation of the Run Map
Given that we can compute a good estimate of the dwell function,
the amount of material to be removed is given by the convolution shown
in equation 2.15.

The value of the" dwell at each coordinate point gives

the amount of time the "center" of the removal function must spend in
the area with dimensions dx X dy surrounding the coordinate point.

Since

the expression for the convolution says nothing about the path to be
taken by the removal function, any arbitrary path can be chosen.

It is

only necessary that the removal function dwell for the correct period of
time in any given area.
Since we derive a dwell function that is sampled at discrete
points, we use the discrete convolution given by equation 2.13.

In this

case, the dwell gives the amount of time to be spent in the discrete
area ox X oy surrounding each dwell point.

The size of the area is de-

termined by the sampling frequency which, in turn, determines
frequency content of the dwell function.

the

If we pick a polishing path

that does not hit every point of the dwell function (e.g. every other
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point is hit), the frequency content of the resulting convolution will be
changed.

Therefore, if the frequency content of the output is to equal

the predicted output, a path that allows the removal function to hit all
of the sample points is desirable.
The path that is most commonly used to perform the convolution
computation is a Cartesian raster scan.

This path is a poor choice for

the real polishing head since the velocity of the polishing head must be
reversed at the end of each row.

This implies that the drive motors

must be able to supply a large acceleration in order to maintain the
correct dwell at these end points.

This is obviously undesirable.

A more desirable approach is to use a spiral path.

The spiral

starts at the center of the surface and works its way to the edge using
a "linear" spiral pattern using the following approach:
r

= ro +

p

n

4.22

e

= eo +

a n

4.23

So that:
Xs = rsin6

4.2/+

Ys = rcose

4.25

where:
ro = starting radius (r o = 0 when starting at the center)
p

= rate

of change of radius (in stage coordinates) with respect to

n

eo

=

starting angle

a

= rate

n

=

of change of angle with respect to n

step number (equivalent to time)
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xs= x stage coordinate
Ys= y stage coordinate
By reversing the sign of p (and a if desired) the spiral can be reversed
and the polishing head can be run back to its . original position.

This

may be desirable to reduce any effects that may be caused by the fact
that the removal function is being translated :and hence has a slightly
lopsided velocity distribution.

Path reversal and multiple path inter-

lacing may also be desirable to reduce surface patterning.

If the spiral

path is made sufficiently tight, it is possible to perform the correct
convolution operation so that the surface is properly polished.
Since the lap is moved over the surface in a series of small
line segments, the problem is to determine the speed of the polishing
head needed to properly perform the desired convolution.

The dwell

function gives the amount of time per area the center of the removal
function must spend at any location.

Since the center of the removal

function is defined by a point, it does not sweep out an area as the
function is translated.

Therefore, in order to calculate the amount of

time to be spent traversing each segment of the path we have two
options.

The first option is shown in Figure 43.

As the removal

function is translated over the surface, we can simply compute the
length of the path segment through each dwell area and from that
compute the translation speed by knowing the amount of time required to
traverse that distance.

If the path passes through all of the dwell

elements only once, the convolution will be correctly performed.

If the

path passes through a dwell element more than once, the speed through
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Fig. 43.

Calculation of lap velocity along a path by computing dwell
over a uniform data set.
The time to be spent in each area cell is given by the value of
the dwell function at the location of each cell. The velocity
through each area element is given by the cord length of the
path divided by the dwell time. This is straightforward in the
case of element (a) but can become complicated when the path
passes through a single element more than once as in cell (b).
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that element must be increased during each pass.

In addition, if a point

is missed, the speed must be adjusted accordingly.

These sorts of consi-

derations make this approacQ unnecessarily complicated.
Figure 44 shows ano:ther approach.

Instead of calculating the

velocity from the existing :dwell elements, the shape of each dwell
element is changed to match the form of the path.

In the case of a

spiral path consisting of small line segments, the dwell elements become
small trapezoids with dimensions determined by the spiral path parameterse

The amount of time spent in each trapezoid is given by the

integral of the dwell over the area of the trapezoid:

J Jx

D(x,y) dx dy

4.26

y

where:
tA = time spent in the specified area
Once the amount of time to be spent in each area is found, the velocity
along the line segment through that area is easy to determine.
The routine that computes the run map from the dwell function
begins by computing the spiral path from parameters supplied by the
operator.

For each line segment, a trapezoidal area is defined and sub-

divided by a uniform coordinate grid.

The value of the dwell function at

each of the grid coordinates is linearly interpo la ted from the original
sampled dwell data.

The dwell is then integrated over the area by

Simpson integration. _ This gives the total time required for the area
element.
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Fig. 44.

Calculation of lap velocity along a path by integrating the
dwell over trapezoidal areas.
The dwell function is redistributed so that the dwell is given
for area cells whose shapes are determined by the polishing
head path. For a spiral path made up of a large number of
line segments, the area elements become trapezoids. The new
value of the dwell is computed by integrating the dwell
function over the area of each trapezoid. When necessary, the
integra tion is performed by linearly interpolating needed
values between the known values of the discrete data set.
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The speed parameter is computed by dividing the amount of time
by the number of steps required for each line segment.
rate of the motor in units of time per motor step.

This gives the

The maximum motor

speed is determined by the power of the motors and the load applied to
the stage.

Under most circumstances it turns out that the maximum speed

of the motors is attained at a stepping rate of about 1.4 msec/step.

To

ensure that the motors are never instructed to run faster than their
maximum speed, a DC value is added to each of the speed parameters in
the run list so that the maximum speed parameter in the list is the same
as the maximum motor speed.
Final comments on computation capacity and speed
In some cases, we have traded performance for cost or convenience.

Although the Z80 computer has the capability to do all of the

necessary calculations and to control the machine hardware, its capacity
has been stretched to the limit.
memory capacity.

This is primarily true in the case of

The routines that run the interferometer and the stage

require a great deal more memory than what the CPU can address.

Conse-

quently, the routines are overlayed in memory f::-om the disk.

This

requires many slow disk accesses when the equipment is run.

The

software that runs the Z80 is generally very fast and provides an
excellent demonstration of what could be done with a faster machine.
Performance tradeoffs have been made on the feedback control
software primarily for the sake of reducing development time and for the
ease of modification and future experimentation.

The speed of the two
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dimensional convolution routine can be considerably increased if the
functions are transformed into the Fourier domain and simply multiplied.
The resulting spectrum is then inverse transformed to get the final
result.

Brigham (1974) shows how this can be accomplished using a fast

FFT rou tine.
The speed of the dwe 11 func tion can also be increased by
recoding inner loops in machine language and by using the 8087 floating
point math chip.

Since the 8087 has a huge dynamic range (10-.. 096 to

10" 096 ), maintains 80 bit internal precision, and runs very fast, it could
be used to increase the speed of these calculations by a large amount.
Once the performance of the correction algorithm has been established,
the 8087 can be used to implement the algorithm in machine language.

CHAPTER 5
MACHINE PERFORMANCE
The value of computer controlled optical figuring lies in the
potential of increasing the accuracy and complexity of optical surfaces
that can be manufactured as well as the possibly decreasing the amount
of time required to fabricate a given surface.

Since we must first dem-

onstrate that we can make the process work, the initial tests of the
system are aimed at showing that the theory discussed in chapter 2 is
correct.

Consequently, it is necessary to operate the machine so that

the initial assumptions of linearity apply.

Therefore, the goal of these

initial tests is to show that the effects of the figuring process can be
predicted by producing a simple spherical surface.

Since we want to

operate the machine well within the bounds of linearity, the ultimate
goals of increasing accuracy, speed and complexity will not be addressed.
The performance of any feedback controlled process is determined
by how well the error sensor, the error corrector, and the feedback
algorithm work together to correct the output.

In the case of the

optical figuring machine, the feedback control system is made up of
three components;

the optical

testing system,

the polishing head

(including the x-y stage), and the feedback control software.

Because of

the complexity of each of these components, it is important to verify
that each component is working properly before the feedback loop can be
182
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closed.

Once the feedback loop is closed, the validity of the theory

presented in chapter 2 can be tested by using the machine to figure a
simple optical surface.
The tests to determine the performance of the machine can be
divided into three parts; interferometer performance tests, remova 1
func tion measure men ts, and fina 1 figuring experimen ts.
Interferometer Performance
Since the figuring process is controlled by the measured surface
errors, the interferometer must make accurate and repeatable phase
measurements.

Although the absolute accuracy of the interferometer

ultimately determines the accuracy of the surface that is produced, the
ability of the machine to figure a surface can be tested without certifying the absolute accuracy of the interferometer.

Of course, this

implies that the error signal used to remove surface errors is relative
to a reference surface that may not be "perfect".
The repeatability of the interferometer is far more important
than the absolute accuracy for the initial testing of the figuring
process.

In the initial tests, we are primarily concerned with demon-

strating that the figuring process is predictable and can be controlled.
Therefore, it is only necessary that we be able to make repeatable measurements of the surface.
In order to measure the performance of the interferometer, we
will examine the absolute accuracy, the repeatability, and the speed of
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the system.

Finally, we will take a short look at how signal averaging

can be used to decrease the effects of random noise.
Measurement Accuracy
In any type of measurement, both systematic and random errors
can occur.

We will look at how these errors affect the accuracy of

phase measurements made with the interferometer.
Sys tema tic Errors.

Systematic errors result when a specific

input always produces a certain amount of error at the output.

A good

example of this type of error in an interferometer is the error produced
by a reference wavefront that deviates from the desired reference
surface.

Since the output signal of the interferometer is given by the

optical path difference (OPD) between the reference and signal wavefronts, an error in the reference path produces a corresponding error in
the output signal.

If, for example, the error consists of a high spot on

the reference· mirror in a particular location, the phase of the
wavefront being measured at that location will always be in error.
Although the number of sources of systematic error that can
occur in an interferometer system are quite large, we list the more significant ones here:
1)

Optical Errors.

This includes phase errors introduced by the beam

expander (particularly important for unequal path interferometers), the
beam splitter, the reference mirror and the beam diverger.

Another

error is produced by spherical aberration in the imaging optics which
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produces pupil distortion by displacing pupil coordinates on the detector
array.
2)

PZT Calibration Errors.

These errors were discussed in chapter 3.

They include quadratic phase shift errors, and PZT sensitivity errors.
3)

Signal Quantiza tion Noise.

These errors include the digitiza tion

noise introduced by the AID converter and by the finite size of the look
up table used to generate high speed arc tangents in the software
routine that calculates phase.
The effect of systematic errors on the measurement accuracy can
be determined by measuring the absolute accuracy of the interferometer.
The absolute accuracy is a measure of how well a measured value corresponds to the "actual" value being measured.

The absolute error measures

all of the systematic errors present in the measurement system and can
be defined as:
Ea

= Sm

5.1

- S

where:
Ea

= Absolute

error

8m

= Measure

surface height

8

= Actual

surface height

This error can be expressed as a peak to valley error or as an "rms"
error.

The main problems with making a measurement of the absolute
accuracy are minimizing the effects of random noise and determining the
value of the known quantity to be measured.

The "internal" accuracy of

the interferometer was measured by placing a flat mirror at the output
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of the interferometer and by averaging 100 phase measurements.

The use

of signal averaging to decrease the effects of random noise will be
discussed later in this chapter.

The accuracy of the flat mirror is

stated as 1/201. by the manufacturer.

An interferogram of the full 2

inch diameter mirror taken with a ZYGO

l/20}') is shown in Figure 45.

interferom~ter

(certified to

Since we use only the;inner .75 inches of

this mirror, we can estimate the accuracy of the test surface to be at
least 1/201..

Figure 46 shows the resulting average measured phase.

The

measured rms deviation from the reference flat is .015). (.lSA peak to
peak).

Since this is better than the known accuracy of the reference

flat, we can state that the measurement accuracy is at least as good as
the reference--about l/20}' peak to peak.
The accuracy of the diverger lens used at the output of the interferometer was tested in double pass with a ZYGO interferometer.
Since this type of test is subject to alignment induced errors, the
alignment of the lens was adjusted to minimize both coma and astigmatism.

The resulting interferogram is shown in Figure 47.

of the lens is stated to be 1/101. by the manufacturer.

The accuracy

The interfero-

gram shows that this accuracy is easily obtained over the whole f/2
aperture.

Since the lens is used at f/6 with the f/3, 16" mirror the

machine is designed to figure, the peak to peak accuracy of the diverger
lens is probably close to 1/20),.
We can conservatively estimate the absolute, peak to peak
accuracy of the interferometer to be better than 1/10),.
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Fig. 45.

Zygo interferogram of a 2" test flat.
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Contour Plot of Interferometer Accuracy
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HAX=-.2617188
HiH=-.4148625
HISTOGRAM DATA:
Tot HUM= 18888
Y Hax= 1112
HWI Div= 39
Waves/Div= 3.90625E-83
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DATA STATISTICS:
Hax=-.2617188
Hin=-.4148625
Spread= .1523438
Heau=-.3444184
RHS= 1.487855E-82
(Units = Waves)
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Fig. 46.

Time average of 100 phase measurements of the central .75" of
the test flat to compute absolute accuracy.
a.
b.

Contour map and slice through measured phase error.
Statistical analysis of phase error.
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Fig. 47.

Zygo interferogram of the f/2 beam diverger in double pass.
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Random Errors.

A second source of measurement error occurs

because of random (i.e. unpredictable) noise in the measurement process.
Detector noise, electronic noise (noise introduced into the analog signal
before the AID converter), mechanical vibration, and· optical turbulence
are all sources of random error.
Although it is difficult to precisely separate the amount of
noise from the signal at any given moment, the repeatability of the
system can give a statistical measure of the amount of noise present in
any given measurement. Here, we define the repeatability to be given by
the difference between any two measurements.

If we assume that the

sources of noise are statistically independent across the pupil, then we
can determine the statistical properties of the noise by looking at the
distribution of phase difference between any two data frames.
Since sources of

~oise

such as mechanicai vibration and air tur-

bulence may change with the measurement set up, ';ole would like to
minimize these effects when we make our noise measurements.

This can be

done by mechanically isolating the interferometer from sources of
vibra tion and by using the minimum possible airpa th in each arm of the
interferometer.

By minimizing these environmental sources of noise, we

are able to look at the ultimate accuracy of the interferometer system
which is limited by the noise in the detection process (e.g. detector and
all of the electronics).
This measurement was performed using the following arrangement.
A flat mirror was placed as close as possible to the output beam of the
interferometer.

The tilt of the mirror was minimized and two phase
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measurements were made.

The measurements were made 10-15 seconds

apart so that drift in tilt between the two frames would be small.

The

results shown in Figure 48 show a typical noise distribution for the
difference between two consecutive phase measurements.

As expected, the

error distribution is roughly Gaussian with an rms error of about 1/80
waves.

This is a good indication that the interferometer is capable of

precise measurements.
Signal Averaging.

The effects of random noise can be minimized

by making the measurements in a stable environment and by using
temporal signal averaging.

In order to make a signal average measure-

ment, we make a large number of measurements, sum the results, and
divide the sum by the total number of measurements.

It is possible to

show that this technique can be used to reduce the effects of random
noise to well below the resolution of the system.
We have:
5.2

where:

= variance

cri 2

= value

Si
Save

of the ith measurement

of the ith measurement

= expected

mean value of the measurement

Here, we would like to express the value of the variance for the
averaged data in terms of the value of the variance for an individual
measurement.

If we assume that the noise term in the measured signal is

statistically independent from one moment to the next, we can write the

WAVEFRONT HEIGHT DISTRIBUTION
InterferoMeter Repeatahility (Consecutive Difference)
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Fig. 48.

Noise distribution between two measurements.
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value of the variance for the summed data from N measurements:

r
N

0sum

2

=

2

0i = N °i

2

5.3

i=l
We now find the average deviation of the summed data:

5.4

°ave

oave

2

5.5

therefore:

°ave

2

=

0·1-

2

5.6

N

or:
°ave

=

5.7

We can see that the accuracy (standard deviation) of the averaged measurement goes as the inverse square root of the number of measurements.
Therefore, the effects of random noise can be reduced to an arbitrarily
small fraction of the signal given a sufficiently large number of measurements.
This technique is used to reduce the effects of atmospheric turbulence in the measurements discussed in the following sections.

In

general, ten phase frames are averaged to reduce the effects of random
noise by roughly a factor of three.
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Measurement and Analysis Speed
Table 10 shows the amount of time needed for the interferometer
to take and analyze data.
Polishing Head Performance
In order to predict the amount of material that will be removed

during a figuring run, it is necessary to understand the characteristics
of the polishing head and the removal function it generates.

The theory

requires that the polishing head produce a known removal function that
remains both temporally and spatially shift invariant.

The calculation

of the removal function was discussed in chapter 3 for an ideal rotating
lap on a crank.

It is important to verify that the actual removal

function produced by the mechanism matches the predicted removal
function.
In order to mea.sure the performance of the polishing head, a
number of tests were made.

These tests were done with the polishing

head stationary over the surface being polished.

Since the amount of

material removed from the surface is predicted by the removal function,
we can easily compare the amount of material removed to the predicted
value to get an idea of the performance of the polishing head.

These

tests can can be divided into three parts.
1)

Initial tes t run to verify mechanical opera tion and re lia bili ty.

2)

Polishing run made on a flat surface to find best lap configuration

and rotational parameters to minimize cyclic pattern generation.

The

surface was also checked to see if the amount of material removed from
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Table 10.

Z80 Computer Speed

Frame rate (10,000 pixels)
Da te ra te (3 frames

= 30,000

1/100 sec
pixels)

•••••••

1/30 sec

Phase frame (3 frames, compute phase) ••••••

2 sec

Phase Integration •••••••••••••••••••••••

10 sec

8 term Zernike fit (350 pts) • . . . • . . • . . . . . .

45 sec

Aberration subtraction

60 sec
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the center was greater than at the edge as a rough indication that the
removal function looked correct.
3)

Measurement of the shape of the removal function polished into a

small mirror of the same radius of curvature as the mirror which will
be figured on the machine.

Because the lap must pivot as the crank arm

rotates to maintain contact with the curved surface of the mirror, this
is a good test of the universal joint that mounts the lap.
The initial tests revealed two mechanical flaws in the initial
design and adjustment of the mechanism.

The problems were caused by

over tightening the main timing belt and by machining errors in the
central shaft sleeve.

Over tightening the main timing belt caused the

main bearing to gaul and weld the shaft to the main bearing in about 30
seconds of operation (a highly undesirable mode of operation).

Although

loosening the timing belt reduced the problem, the main journal bearing
was eventually replaced with two angular contact ball bearings.

These

bearings can operate at higher speed and at larger shaft loading with
decreased friction than the original bronze bushings.

In addition, the

reliability and lifetime of the mechanism are increased.
Machining errors in the central shaft sleeve resul ted in the
central hole being slightly off center which over constrained the
central shaft.

By remachining the central hole to have a larger

diameter, the problem was eliminated.

The polishing head is lubricated

with grease and has since operated without problem for many hours.
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Flat Surface Tests
The second series of tests were designed to determine the best
lap and gear ratio combinations to minimize surface patterning and to
check the approximate shape of the removal function.

These tests were

done on a flat mirror to eliminate the effects of the universal joint on
the lap mount.

The flat surface could also be easily refigured with 3

micron abrasive on a flat iron tool after each run.

In this way, the

performance of the polishing head could be well established before a
more difficult (i.e. spherical surface) was polished.
In the first part of the test, a polishing lap made of pitch
approximately 1/8 inches thick and two inches in diameter was used.

In

order to allow the polishing compound slurry to flow properly, an off
center, rectangular groove pattern was cut into the surface of the lap.
The crank arm was run between 45 and 55

Lplli

auJ the lap pressure was

about 2.1 lb/in 2 •
The results of the initial parts of the test can be seen in the
interferograms in Figure 49.

In the first interferogram, the polishing

head was run with an "e" factor of exactly -1.
surface patterning.
-1.2222,

This resulted in extreme

By changing the drive gears to give an "e" value of

the patterning is predictably increased i"l frequency and

decreased in amplitude.
synchronous

mot~r

The next interferogram shows that by adding a

to the central drive gear, the value of lie" is made

irrational reducing the patterning effect considerably.
In all of the interferograms. in this series, a small central
bump can be seen.

It was assumed that this bump was caused by the fact
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b.

a.

c.

Fig. 35.

Interferograms showing results of the first three removal
func tion measure men ts.
a.
h.
c.

Results for g=l, e=-l showing extreme surface patterning.
Results for g=l, e=-1.2222.
Resul ts for g=l, and an irrational value of "e".
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that the value of "g" may not have been exactly one.

This could have

been caused by over trimming the pitch at the edge of the lap.

This

problem was fixed by increasing the diameter of the lap by .25 inches
and operating the polishing head with a value of "g" slightly less than
one.
By starting with a flat surface it is easy to see the net effect
of the polishing head after the surface has been polished.

Figure 50

shows interferograms of the surface before and after a polishing run.
The polished surface is smooth with the center deeper than the edge, indicating at this point that the polishing head is removing material at
least approximately as expected.
During these tests, two problems with the pitch laps became
apparent.

The first is the difficulty of making a lap with rectangular

grooves in such a way that the amount of pitch in contact with the glass
as a func tion of radius remains cons tan t.

If the groove wid th or the

spacing frequency changes near the edge of the lap, the shape of the
removal function is different from what we expect.

This is particulariy

troublesome when a pitch lap is damaged and has to be remade.

A subset

of this problem occurs when the lap is inadvertently made with a radial
bias in the groove pattern.

Because of the circular motion of the lap,

this can cause serious radial errors in the removal function.
Figure 51 shows the result of a small chip taken from near the
center of a lap on the shape of the removal function.
second problem with the pitch laps.
damaged very easily.

This leads to the

They are fairly brittle and can be

The result is that the machine must be stopped
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Fig. 50.

Resul ts of the fla t surface removal function tes t showing a
larger removal rate in the center of the surface than at the
edge.
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Fig. 51.

Surface produced by polishing the surface for 10 minutes with
a small chip in the center of the pitch lap.
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while a new lap is made and pressed into good contact with the surface
being polished.
Because of these problems, the polishing material was changed to
plastic.

plastic polishing materials are commercially available and have

a number of desirable properties.

First of all, they have a uniform

...

u:i.S-

tribution of small holes over the surface to allow slurry flow and to
reduce patterning problems.

Secondly, they take a slurry charge very

quickly and produce a very smooth polishing action.

This coupled with

the fairly soft, spungy nature of the material reduces the amount of
time needed to break in a new lap to the surface being polished.
plastic laps are very easy to make.

Lastly,

The procedure is to simply use a

standard, ungrooved (thin) pitch lap as a substrate.

The pitch is pressed

into good contact with the surface and the plastic lap is attached to
the surface of the pitch.

Most of the commercial plastic laps come with

an adhesive backing on top of a barrier coating which prevents the pitch
base from being pressed out through the holes in the lap surface.
Figure 52 shows a finished plastic lap.
Curved Surface Tests
The new, plastic laps were used in the last series of static
tests on the polishing head.

In these tests the heterodyne interferome-

ter system was used to measure the removal function on a curved
surface.

A 6 inch diameter Cer-Vit mirror with a nominal radius of 96

inches was used.

The mirror was mounted on the mirror cell and aligned

with the interferometer.

A series of ten interferograms were then
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Fig. 52.

Plastic polishing lap.
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taken, summed, and averaged.

The results were then stored on disk.

The

mirror cell was then moved into the horizontal position under the
polishing head and the mirror was polished for a ten minute run (about
50 rpm and 1.8 psi).

The mirror was then realigned with the interferome-

ter and 10 more interferograms were then averaged.

After subtracting

tilt and focus from the two data sets, the polished data was subtracted
from the original da tao

The difference gives the amount of ma terial

removed by the polishing head.
Figure 53 shows the results of this first test for two 10 minute
polishing runs.

These results show that very little material was

removed from central region and that the removal function is not what is
expected.

Since we are producing the correct velocity and dwell

functions over the region being polished, the problem must be related to
the pressure distribution of the lap as it moves over the surface.
A nonuniform pressure distribution over the lap can be due to
either static or dynamic pressure distribution errors.

Static pressure

errors are the result of pressure variations that have nothing to do
with the motion of the lap over the surface.

Such an error might be

caused by poor contact of the lap with the surface.

It is obvious that

poor contact at the edge of the lap will cause a serious error at the
center of the removal function.

This idea was tested by modifying the

computer program that numerically calculates the removal function so
that it can also handle radial pressure errors.

It was assumed that the

pressure errors might vary as an even power of the radius.

Since the
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ReMoval Fu"nction with Ball Driver U-Joint (18 rain)
Date: :2125/83
File: Pic7a.DAT
ISOIIetric Plot

Contoul' Map :

steps/wave

MAX= .6648625

Fig. 53.

=8
MIN=-1.89375

Results of the first curved surface removal function measurement using the ball driver U-joint.
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central high spot in the OPD data was not extremely sharp, only the
first two terms (r2 and

r~)

were used.

The resul ts shown in Figure 54 show two things.

First, in order

to get such a large central peak in the removal function, the pressure
near the edge must be very close to zero.

Second, the general shape of

the measured removal function is difficult to reproduce using this model.
These facts coupled with the

fac~

that the removal function looks

roughly correct for the flat surface indicate that the problem is not
due to static pressure distribution errors.
Dynamic pressure distribution errors are due to forces generated
while the system is running.

These forces, which act at a distance from

the rotational axis, may generate a torque that could lift the lap from
the surface and redistribute the pressure across the lap.

Since the lap

must have two degrees of freedom to tip and tilt about its mount point
and must be rotated about the crank axis which is displaced from its own
rotational axis, the way that the lap is mounted is extremely important.
Friction in the universal drive joint must be kept as small as possible
and the joint should be made as close as possible to the surface of the
mirror.
Figure 55 shows the construction of the original universal joint
that drives the lap rotation.

A hexagonal ball and socket arrangement

was made from a standard ball driver and socket head screw.

While this

arrangement allows the necessary motion of the lap, it has a large
amoun t of buH t in fric tion.

Therefore, the lap

is

having to "fig ht" the
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Removal Function with HA 4 Pressure Variation: ,=1. e=-1.222. A8=-1

Date: 2/27/83

File: H2.DAT
ISOMetric Plot

Contour Hap

stepslwave = 8
HAX= 8

Fig. 54.

HI"=-1

- Inverted Height -

Theoretical removal function obtained by predicting an r"
pressure falloff to zero at the edge of tIle lap.
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a.

b.

Fig. 55.

Initial and final U-joint design.
a.
b.

Initial ball driver design.
Improved U-joint design.
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frictional forces inherent in the universal joint as it is driven over the
curved surface of the mirror.
An improved universal joint, shown in Figure 55, was designed
using a small, commercially available universal joint.

This joint was

assembled into the lap so that the pivot point was brought to within
about 1/4 inch of the surface of the mirror.

This new system has very

low friction and pivots very close to the surface of the mirror.
Figure 56 shows the results of the tests on the polishing head
with this improved lap mount.

The first two OPD maps show the surface

of the mirror before and after a 5 minute polishing run.

The amount of

material removed given by the difference between the before and after
OPD maps looks very much as we have predic ted.

The evenly spaced

contours show that a smooth, conical hole has been produced.

With the

crank arm running a t about 50 rpm and a pressure of about 1.8 psi, the
maximum depth of the hole produced in a 5 minute run is about 1 wave.
It should be noted that the slightly skewed appearance of the hole is
due to the fact that the hole is slightly off center on the workpiece.
This has caused

the waveform analysis routine

to fit a

slightly

incorrect amount of tilt to the OPD map.
If we look carefully at the removal function we have produced,
one important question remains.

Since we are operating the polishiro.g

head with a "gil factor of about .9, we would expect to see a removal
function that looks not exactly conical- but one thai: looks more like the
removal function shown in Figure 57.

The fact that the lap overlaps the

crank axis by a small amount, should produce a large central peak.
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REMOUAL FU"CTIO" WITH MEW UNIVERSAL JOIHT
Date: 12/24/82
File: PIC4B.DAT
OPD Plot-

stepslwave = B
HAX= •84375

Fig. 56.

HI H=-. 713,4375

ISOMetric Plot

I

I
- Inverted

Hei~ht

-

Removal function produced using the new U-joint.
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REMOVAL FUNCTION (Theory): S=.9, E=-1.2
Date: 1/38/83
File: THR2.DAT

OPD Plot

Isometric Plot

/

---~

steps/wave = 16

MAX= 8

MI"=-1

Fig. 57.

- Inverted Height -

Predicted removal function for g=.9.
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Since the data from the 5 minute run does show a small central peak,
another poiishing run was made to determine if this small peak could be
reproduced.

Figure 58 shQws the results of the next 10 minute'run.

we would expect, the hole is twice as deep as the hole

produ~e

minute run and it also shows a small (slightly off center)

As

by a 5

cen~ral

peak.

The magnitude of the peak is, however, no where near what we p;redict.
The answer can be found by going back to the possibility that
pressure across the lap is not uniform.
function we expect to see if we assume an
the lap.

Figure 59 shows the removal
r~

pressure variation across

Here, we have assumed that the pressure falls off to zero at

the edge of the lap and we see a removal function that looks almost
exactly like the one we measure.
smooth roll off to the edge.

Both show a small central peak and a

Given the spungy nature of the plastic

polishing lap and the difficulty of producing good contact at the edge of
the lap, the assumption that the radial pressure distribution falls off
to zero at the edge with an

r~

dependence is not unreasonable.

These tests give us the peak removal rate (Ro) needed to denormalize the dwell function as discussed in chapter 4.

For the angular

velocity and pressure used in these tests, Ro = 1/300 A(OPD)/ sec or Ro=
1/600 A(surface)/sec.
Figuring Performance
In order to evaluate both the open and closed loop performance of
the machine, two sets of .figuring tests were performed.

In the open

loop mode of opera tion, the dwell func tion is no t de termined

by

the
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HEMOUAL FUNCTION (18 minute polish)
Date: 2/1/83
File: PIC6C.DAT
Contour Map

stepslwave = B
MAX= 2.189375
MI"=-.148625

Fig. 58.

IsoDletric Plot

- Inverted Height -

Computer plot of the measured removal function produced after
a 10 minute polishing run.
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HEI10VAL FUMCTIO" WITH R"4 PRESSURE VARIATIOH: G=. 9, E=-1. 2; A8=-1.1J
Date: 2/3/83
File: PIC1.DAT
.

Contour Map

Isoliletric Plot
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steps/wave = 16
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Fig. 59.

MIH=-1

- Inverted Height -

Predicted removal function for g=.9 and
at the edge.

r~

pressure falloff
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figure errors.

Instead, the dwell is chosen so that the characteristics

of the amount of ma terial
measured.

re~oved

are well known and can be easily

When the feedback loop is closed,: the measured surface errors

are used to generate the dwell function.

In: this mode, i t is important

that the removal rate constant (Ro) be rea~onably well known and that
the feedback software be working correctly :so that the figure errors are
reduced.

Open Loop Figuring Test
It is desirable to evaluate the figuring characteristics of the
machine in an open loop mode before attempting to correct figure errors.
In this mode, we generate a run path and polish the surface from an
arbitrary dwell function.

By comparing the amount of material that was

removed with what was predicted, we can isolate problems such as
surface patterning, and run path errors.

In addition, it is possible to

check the denormalization of the dwell by measuring the difference
between the predicted and measured removal depths.
In these tests the conical dwell function shown in Figure 60 was
used to generate a spiral run path.

The magnitude of the dwell was

adjusted so that by using a conical removal function with a removal rate
of 1/300 waves(OPD)/ sec, the predicted depth of the hole is 2 waves(OPD).
The predicted amount of material

to be removed is computed using

equation 2.16 and is shown in Figure 61.
turns

from

the center

to a

A spiral path that takes 35

6 inch radius with 35 segments per
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Conical Dwell Function
File: DCB).DAT

Date: 11/11/83
Contour Map

ISOIIIebic Plot

steps/wave : 8

MAX: 1

MIN: 8

Fig. 60.

Conical dwell used in figuring tests.
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Predicted Material ReMoved (-Cone ** Cone)
Date: 11-22-1983
File: sUn.DAT
Contollr Hap

steps/wave

MAX= 8

Fig. 61.

Iso=etric Plot

=4
MI"=-2

- Inverted Height -

Predic ted material to be removed for open loop tes t using
conical dwell.
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revolutions was computed.

Zero dwell values outside of the central

polishing region were trimmed from the run path so that only the center
region was polished.

The center of a nominally spherical, 16" diameter,

96" radius, Cervit mirror was polished using this run path.

Commercially

available, premixed Cerox polishing slurry mixed 50:50 with distilled
water was hand sprayed onto the surface during the polishing run.

Ten

phase maps were recorded, integrated and averaged both before and after
the 13 minute polishing run.

The amount of material removed is found, by

subtracting the before and after phase data.
Figure 62 shows the result.

A hole with the correct shape and

approximately the correct depth (2.25 waves (OPD»

was produced.

hole is round and shows no sign of spiral surface patterning.

The

We would

like to have matched the depth of the hole a little better (perhaps to
about .n).

However, this discrepancy is simple to explain.

Since the

machine was taken apart and the mctor speed changed and reset between
this test and the removal function measurements, it is very likely that
the velocity and pressure were different from the values used earlier by
as much as 30 %.

Therefore this resul t is wi thin the experimental uncer-

tainty and demonstrates that the machine is operating correctly.
Closed Loop Figuring
In order to close the feedback loop, it is necessary to use the
measured surface figure to generate the dwell function.

Data from the

interferometer is shipped to the IBM and the first estimate of the dwell
function is computed by normalizing the surface error data as discussed
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Material ReMoved for Conical Dwell Function
Date: 11-22-1983
File: adelz2-n.DAT
Contour Hap

IsoMetric Plot

steps/wave: 3.49488

MAX: 2.458812

Fig. 62.

MIH: 8

- Inverted Height -

Measured material removed for run with conical dwell.
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in chapter 4.

The dwell estimate is first improved by running the

initial estimate through the Jansson-van Cittert algorithm.

The improved

dwell estimate is then denormalized so that the amount of material
removed will match the actual surface errors.

A run path which is

computed from the denormalized dwell is sent to the
can be polished.

zao

so the surface

After the polishing run, the resulting surface errors

can be compared to the predicted figure errors to determine how well
the process is working.
Three figuring runs were performed on the 16" mirror used in the
open loop test.

The first two runs revealed a number of relatively

small problems in the feedback control software.

One of the problems

was caused by the fact that the phase calculation routine in the

zao

computes the OPD phase values instead of actual surface profile.
Although this causes a factor of two error in the measurement of the
surface profile, the main problem is caused by the resulting sign error.
High spots on the test mirror have smaller OPD values than surrounding
regions.

Since the IBM software always interprets the phase data as

representing surface errors, the sign of the data must be changed when
it is shipped from the Z80 to the IBM.

It should be sufficient to say

that unless the sign of the data is correct, it is experimentally
possible to double rather than reduce the existing surface errors.

The

problem was quickly repaired.
Although the open loop test of the system showed correct coordinate scaling, the use of a angularly symmetric dwell function did not
test for data rotation through the system.

It turns out that five
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coordinate systems are used in the software running the machine.

These

coordinate systems are: xy-stage coordinates (used by IBM), yx-stage
coordinates (used by Z80), array index coordinates, and surface xy-coordinates.

The fifth coordinate system is used to rotate and flip the array

index coordinates to correctly orient the data with respect to the
mirror.

This coordinate system is necessary because of the fact that in

the interferometer, the array is mounted sideways and the imaging system
flips the image of the mirror upside down.

It is necessary to check to

make sure that all of these coordinate system are oriented and scaled
correctly.
The initial coordinate system test was done by obscuring part of
the mirror, recording phase data, and checking to see that the stage
would move to the obscured region when instructed to do so.

Although

this worked fine before the figuring run, the oden ta tion of the amount
of material removed with respect to the surface errors indicated a
problem with data rotation.

Eventually, an obscure problem with array

index manipulation was finally isolated in the path generation routine
and the problem was fixed.
The last problem was related to mechanical problems with the
main journal bearing in the polishing head.

During the first run which

lasted for about 5 hOllrs, the main bearing began to gaul and slow the
drive motor.

As mentioned in an earlier section, the original bronze

bushing was replaced with ball bearings.

Because of the reduced

friction, the polishing head ran at a higher speed than had been measured
before.

Rather than readjust the speed or remeasure the removal rate,
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the new removal rate was computed from the amount of material removed
during the second run.

The new removal rate is given by:
~zo(measured)

Ro(new)

= Ro(old)~ Zo ( pred-1C t e d)

5.8

The new rate was computed to be 8 X 10- 3 A(OPD)/sec.
After these problems had been repaired, the machine was run a
third time.

The initial surface figure with a bump in the middle and a

seriously turned up edge is shown in Figure 63.

The initial dwell

estimate shown in Figure 64 was generated by masking the normalized
surface figure to be zero outside the central region (as discussed in
chapter 4).

The fifth estimated dwell function computed using the

Jansson-van Cittert method (shown in figure 65) was used to generate a
spiral path with 35 revolutions (from center to 6" radius) and 35 line
segments per revolution.

Running at about 68-75 rpm and 1.8 psi, the

polishing head was run using this path for a total time of 214

minut~s.

Figure 66 shows the resulting surface figure after this run.

The

agreement between the measured errors and the predicted figure errors
shown in Figure 67 is quite good.

As predicted, the turned up edge

problem was increased aud the central bump was removed.

It is also sig-

nificant that the slight anamorphism shown in the central region of the
initial figure has also been removed.

The rms OPD errors over the

central 8" diameter region were improved by about a factor of 7 from
1.16A to .15A.

The predicted rms error over this same region is .12A.

Clearly, the figuring process is working as predicted.
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Surface Figure Before Hnn 13
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Fig. 63.

Initial surface figure before the closed loop figuring run.
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Initial Dwell Estimate CRun 13)
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Fig. 64.

Initial dwell estimate used to compute dwell function for the
closed loop figuring run.
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Dwell Function Used for Run 13
Date: 11-19-1983
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Fig. 65.
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Fifth estimated dwell function computed by Jansson-van Cittert
algorithm.
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Measured SUfface Figure (Run 13)
Date: 11-19-1983
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Fig. 66.

Measured surface figure produced by closed loop figuring run.
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Predicted Surface Figure (Run 13)
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Fig. 67.

MItt=
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Figure error predicted for closed loop figuring run.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS
Although the experiments outlined in chapter 5 have shown that
the machine components ar 7 working properly and that the figuring characteristics can be predicted, a number of changes can be made to improve
the performance of the machine.

In addition, a large amount of work

remains in order to improve the figuring process so that the machine can
be used to produce usable optical surfaces.
Design and Performance Review
It is always possible to find flaws in any design.
is no exception.

This design

Although most of the problems are not large (some are

more major than others), it is important to review the design and to
outline what has been learned so that improvements can be made.
Interferometer Design Improvements
The major problem with the interferometer system is caused by
the use of an unstabilized laser source.

Although a polarizer is used to

select a single longitudinal mode, that single mode is free to drift in
frequency through the gain region due to thermal variations.
drifts, its intensity changes by quite a bit.

As it

Since the solid state

detector array is a fixed gain device, the digitized signal from the
array varies in magnitude as the laser drifts.
228

Although the frequency
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of the intensity drift is generally much lower (period

= 10

minutes) than

the measurement frequency, it can seriously affect the accuracy of the
measurement by decreasing the dynamic range of the measured signal.

In

addition, when the dynamic range of the signal is reduced, the pupil
detection routine may begin to throw out data inside the pupil because
of the effective lowering of the signal contrast.

This can cause serious

problems with the phase integration routine.
Two solutions exist to this problem.

The first and most obvious,

is to use a single mode, frequency stabilized laser.

The output of this

type of laser is thermally stabilized by detecting a difference signal
between the two orthogonally polarized longitudinal modes of a two mode,
unpolarized HeNe laser.
the output.

One of the modes is selected by a polarizer at

The main problem witr. stabilized lasers is that they

typically have a fairly low output power.

Therefore, in order to get a

good signal, the integration period of the array may have to be
increased.

This means a slower measurement speed.

The second solution is to use a higher power, multimode laser
source and an adjustable length reference path.

It is straightforward to

show that the contrast of the signal can always be maximized if the path
difference between the two arms can be adjusted to within an even
integer number of laser cavity lengths.

Al though the amount of

intensity drift will be much smaller than for the double mode case
discussed earlier, both the intensity and phase can still experience
thermal drift.

If this is not a problem, the amount of light available

is much larger so that the array can be read at high speed.
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Another related improvement would be to have the speed of the
array be controlled through the software that runs the interferometer.
The speed of the array could then be dynamically adjusted to maximize
the dynamic range of the signal.
ZYGO Mark

In

This is similar to what is done in the

heterodyne interferometer system.

This is a fairly compli-

cated change for the current system but should be kept in mind for
fu ture sys tem s.
Quantization noise could be reduced and dynamic range increased
by using an eight bit AID to digitize the intensity signal.

The 6 bit AID

was used because of the high cost of the 8 bitters when the instrument
was designed.

The cost and availability of video rate AID

since improved considerably.

converte~s

has

Since we do not require that the signal be

digitized to the full 8 bits, the primary advantage of the 8 bit AID is
the increased dynamic range of the device.
Electrical noise can also be decreased by mounting the AID in
the interferometer, next to the array.

This would decrease the amount

of electrical noise that is mS.xed with the signal when the AID is
mounted inside the computer on the 5100 bus.

Since the amount of noise

in the system is not unacceptably large for our application, this fix is
perhaps unnecessary.
Another problem occurs when stray light is reflected off the
backside of the diverger lens.

This light is mixed with the signal beam

and causes small phase errors and lowers the contrast of the signal.
This problem can be reduced in a number of ways.

The most obvious

solution is to have the lens recoated with an improved antireflection
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coating.

Another solution is to use a different lens with different cur-

vatures so that the back reflections are not imaged into the region of
the pupil image (this may be expensive).

It may also be possible to use

a polarizer and quarter wave plate to isolate the signal beam from the
stray light.

Due to space requirements, this may be a difficult fix for

the current system.
Finally, in order to completely fill the detector array with the
image of the pupil, it would be desirable to have a zoom lens arrangement in the imaging optics.

This should be a fairly straightforward

upgrade.
Polishing Head Improvements
It became apparent during the final figuring experiments that a
number of mechanical improvements could be made to the polishing head.
Since the velocity and pressure must be weE known to accurately predict
the amount of material removed, three obvious improvements can be made·
to more closely control these parameters.

First, the speed of the main

motor must be more carefully controlled.

This can be done by using

either a speed controller on the main drive motor or by replacing the
main motor with a stepping motor.

The stepper motor is a viable option

only if it can be run with very fine step resolution.

Perhaps, a stepper

motor could be run in the same manner as the stage drive motors so that
it runs very smoothly.

Then the speed of the motor could be specified

and carefully controlled.

This primary disadvantage of this approach is
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that a large amount of modification to the mechanical, electrical, and
operating software is required.
A simpler approach might be to look into the possibility of
attaching an electrical speed controller to the existing motor.

A large

number of both open loop and closed loop techniques exist (Electro-Craft
1978) for contr~lling the speed of DC motors.

Given the fairly constant

torque, unidirectional speed requirements of the motor, a fairly simple
open loop speed controller may work fine.

Witt. this solution, it would

also be desirable to attach some sort of tachometer to read out the
speed of the motor so that it can be changed and reset reliably.
Two small problems were noted concerning the amount of

p~essure

applied by the polishing head as it runs over the surface of the mirror.
As the polishing head is scanned over the surface, it is required to move
freely in the vertical direction.

This is particularly true as the lap is

moved toward the edge of the mirror and the general slope of the
surface is no longer zero.

The polishing head must bob up and down with

each turn of the crank arm in order to maintain lap contact with the
surface.

Therefore, in order to maintain constant pressure during a

figuring run, the pivot bearing should be as friction free as possible
and the weight distribution across the polishing head should be such that
the pressure remains constant.

In the current set up, the center of

mass of the polishing head is above the pivot axis.

Therefore, the

amount of force applied to the lap as a function of pivot angle is not
constant.

This problem can be reduced by redistributing the counter-

weights on the polishing head to bring the center of mass to be as close
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as possible to the pivot axis.

Of course since the mass of the polishing

head must be accelerated up and down with each turn of the crank, the
problem can not be completely eliminated.

The ideal polishing head

would have a long moment arm (so that the pivot angle is reduced) and a
very small rotational inertia.
The second improvement to the polishing head would be to replace
the simple journal bearings used in the pivot with ball bearings.

This

would further reduce friction in the pivot motion.
Finally, it is desirable to have the polishing head stop at the
completion of a polishing run.

This could be done by attaching a

computer controlled switch to the power supply that runs
motor.

th~

main drive

When the polishing run is complete the software would send an

instruction to stop the polishing head motors.

This should be a simple

modifica tion.
Figuring Performance Review
In spite of the many problems discussed in the preceding
sections, the figuring performance of the machine was quite good.

Since,

at this point, we are concerned primarily with our ability to predict the
surface figure after a polishing run, the results shown in the last
chapter show that we can predict the figure quite well.

We have shown

that the routines discussed in chapter 4 have worked to correctly figure
the surface so that the figure errors are reduced.
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Future Research
At this point, the machine has been built and the basic linear
principles
verified.

of the computer controlled figuring

process have been

A large amount of very exciting work remains to be done on

the linear process as it has been described here as well as on nonlinear
problems that must be solved before the process can be extended to
solve real world problems.

The Edge Problem
Certainly, the first problem that must be solved is the poor
figuring performance near the edge.

This problem is caused by not

allowing the lap to overhang the edge of the surface so that points near
the edge receive less polishing than points in the central region.

Since

the size of the turned up edge is determined by the size of the removal
function, one way to reduce the size of the zone is to simply use a
smaller removal function.

An obvious problem with this solution is that

the amount of material that can be removed in a given period of time
will be decreased by using a smaller removal function.

Therefore, the

total figuring time may be dramatically increased and the outer edge
will still be turned up.
It may be possible to find a removal func tion that will effectively remove the figure errors and reduce the edge problem.

The

polishing routines described in chapter 4 can be used to do computer
simulations of polishing runs with different removal functions.

Removal

functions that do not fall rapidly to zero as the radius is increased
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should have more desirable polishing characteristics near the edge.

In

fact, the performance of removal functions with nonzero values at the
center and edge values larger than the center may be worth examining.
Perhaps the best prospect for solving the edge problem will be
to allow the removal function to overhang the edge.

The increased

pressure that will occur as the lap begins to run off the surface should
provide the necessary mechanism to correctly figure the zone near the
edge.

The method outlined in chapter 4 of modeling the polishing process

as a digital convolution can be modified to handle this effect.

As long

as the pressure variations that occur when the lap overhangs the edge
are dependent only on the overhang distance, the behavior of the removal
function is still predictable and the linear methods developed in chapter
2 can be used.

These position dependent pressure variations can be

handled by multiplying the removal function by a function that describes
the pressure variations as the lap is moved over the surface.

We can

modify the algori thrn in equa tion 2.13 to do this.

lIz(x,y) =

~ ~ R(x-a,y-8) P1(x,y) D(a,S) Qa 68
a

= P1(x,y) ~ ~
c:

R(x-a,y-S) D(a,S) 6x 6y

8

where:
P1(x,y)

= Position

6.1

8

dependent pressure variations

Wagner and Shannon (1974) have shown that for moderate tool
overhang values and for cases where static forces outweigh dynamic

6.2
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forces, the pressure increases approximately linearly as a function of
overhang distance.

This is simply the result of the decreased area of

support as the lap moves over the edge.

It should be a straightforward

matter to incorporate this simple model into the figure prediction
rou tines described here.

In addition to the modifica tion indica ted in

equation 6.2, the calculation of the dwell function must also be modified
to respond to the pressure changes experienced in the edge zone.
In order to effectively use the pressure variations to perform

figuring at the edge, a large frac tion (perhaps 20 %-40 %) of the removal
function will be required to overhang the edge.

This will require that a

smaller "g" value (crank arm length/lap radius) be used so that the lap
itself never overhangs the edge by more than about 40% of its diameter.
The final figuring strategy may require that figuring be done
with at least two different removal functions.

A small, strongly peaked

function such as the conical function used in the first experiments could
be first used to remove errors in the central zone.

The resul ting e,dge

problems could then be corrected by using a large, flat removal function
to uniformly scan the surface out to where the lap overhangs the edge
zone.

The pressure variations generated by the overhanging lap are used

to improve the surface figure near the edge.
Of course, whenever we begin to consider allowing the moving lap
to overhang the edge of the surface, we will certainly find that the
pressure variations are not as predictable or as uniform as we would
like.

In addition, we would like to consider using the machine to figure

much more complex surfaces such as off axis and steep aspherics.

This
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will require that the theory be extended to predict some of the
nonlinear effects that will occur when the pressure is no longer uniform
over the removal function.

This brings us to the next topic.

Nonlinear Effects
The linear methods developed in chapter 2 can not be used to
describe the figuring process under conditions where Preston's hypothesis
(equation 2.1), the linearity condition, (equation 2.7),' or shift invariance
(equa tion 2.9) do not accurately describe the figuring process.
arities can be caused by a large number of effects.

Non line-

For example, the

linear removal rate equation given by Preston's hypothesis does not apply
when the velocity-pressure product exceeds certain values.

In another

case, the linearity condition will not apply when the amount of material,
removed becomes so large that the lap can no longer maintain good
contact with the surface.

Therefore, the pressure distribution across

the lap will change according to the amount of material removed.
Finally, shift invariance can not be maintained when local curvatures on
the surface begin to depart significantly fr.om the curvature of the lap.
As the lap is moved over the surface, the pressure distribution over its
surface will change as a function of position.

This has the effect of

changing the removal function as a function of position.

Of course, this

is exactly what happens when the lap overhangs the edge of the surface.
These examples should give some idea of the difficulty of accurately
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predicting the behavior of the figuring process when linear methods can
not be used.
Al though in many circumstances, it may be possible to predict
the figuring behavior of the machine using only linear methods,

it will

ultimately be necessary to better understand the nonlinear response of
the system.

When the nonlinear aspects of the process can be better

understood, the usefulness of the process can be extended to many more
complex optical figuring applications.
Computer Controlled Grinding
Up to this point, we have restricted the use of the computer
controlled figuring process to the final polishing stage in the fabrication process.

It is important to recognize that the process we have

described can be applied to figure a surface using fine (l-3pm) abrasive
compound.

In fact, the initial figuring of a surface that departs signi-

ficantly from a spherical surface is better performed while the surface
is undergoing the final grinding stage.

Since the grinding rates are

much higher than polishing rates, the amount of time required to
generate a steep aspheric can be significantly reduced.
Jones (1982) has described experiments using computer controlled
grinding to figure both cervit and beryllium mirrors.

In these experi-

ments, mechanical distance measuring probes were used to provide initial
data on the surface figure.
(1980) have

Experiments by Kwon, Wyant, and Hayslett

shown that rough ground

surfaces

interferometrically at wavelengths of 10.611m.

can be measured
By combining long
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wavelength interferometry with the computer controlled figuring process,
feedback data can be gathered in the same way as we have done with the
visible system described earlier.

It should then be possible to control

the figuring process during the grinding process well enough to produce
complex optical surfaces.
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